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WEATHER 
Cloudy and 
windy today 
with chance of 
Snow flurries 
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A Weekly Newspaper, Published by the Students of I tlzaca College 
-,,est 
Vol. 41 - No. 12 
· SDS Gains Recognition 
.BY Student Congress 
by Georgianna Glace 
"The Ithaca College Students 
· ror a Democratic Society is an 
organization of the left, dedicat-
ed through political and social 
action to changing the oppressive 
nature of our society." This is 
the statement of the purpose of 
s.D.S. read to Student Congress 
. on November 11. 
Discussion concerning the rec-
: ognition of S.D.S. followed on 
, November 18. Previous to this 
expression are indispensiblc to 
the attainment of these goals. 
As members of the academic 
community, students should 
be encouraged to develop the 
capacity for critical judgment 
and to engage in a sustained 
and independent search for 
truth. 
The goals of the S.D.S. are 
stated in the purpose and are in discussion a proposal was passed 
whereby congress would use accordance with the Joint State-
~ "From a Joint Statement of ment adopted by Student Congress 
. Rights and Freedoms of Stu- not to recognize S.D.S. would ~e I 
dents" as its criteria for the ex- ance with the criteria it has m-
istence of plural views on cam- stituted. It is not worthwhile to 
, pus. The following is an excerpt 
, from this statement: supplant liberty of another for 
Academic institutions exist 
for the transmission of know-
ledge, the pursuit of truth, the 
development of students, and 
the general well-being of so-
ciety. Free inquiry and free 
our own safety. 
Recognition was given but it 
was understood that if need be it 
may be reconsidered and not rec-
ognized. 
Ithaca, New York, Friday, November 22, 1968 
BOBBY HUTCHERSON 
~J ?tl: · · : ... 5 a . . , .. 1 ,,u,~ 
Price 1 5 Cents 
Sa£ e1ty Divi§ion 
Headl R.e§ign§ 
With a shock and a question, On Wednesday, i\ovember 20, 
mark :\1r. Frederick Rosica sub- [ President_ D)llingh~m s~ated that 
mitt d his resignation as head of · Mr. Rosica s res1gnat10n bmls 
e . . . . ! down to a conflict over reporting 
the Safety D1v1s10n to President I lines. Mr. Rosica felt he should 
Dillingham Tuesday, November report to either the President or 
19, 1968. The resignation came as the Vice-President for business 
quite a surprise to the administra- and finance and no one else. He 
tion and members of the safety was made responsible to Mr. Poli-
division. cay, Director of College Proper-
In an unofficial conversation ties, however, an administrative 
with Vice-President Farinella as position which was not existent 
to the reasons for Mr. Rosica's until this Fall 1968. Mr. Rosica's 
resignation, Mr. Farinella de- request for a change in this re-
clined to speak on the matter porting policy was turned down. 
until the resignation had been President Dillingham said that it 
reviewed by President Dilling- was on this basis primarily that 
ham. Mr. Farinella did say, how- Mr. Rosica resigned. The Presi-
ever, that "frustration in getting dent did say that other reasons 
things for the department" and were given by Mr. Rosica for re-
"objections to organizational re- signing. Mr. Rosica desired to re-
porting lines" could have had a frain from making any comments 
strong effect on Mr. Rosica's deci- until President Dillingham's 
sion. statement was published. 
loCo tto Get $400 
Rudd Def ends Columbia Stand Hutcherson Concert 
Tomorrow 
for Each Grad Under 
New State Aid Law 
Cornell students piled into 
'Bailey Hall in such numbers that 
; it seemed as if the Fall Weekend 
~- concert was having an encore. 
; Their dress varied. Hair lengths 
~ differed. Professors, as well as 
··· leading SDS members, were there. 
{ n Ithaca Fireman paraded up 
·: and down the aisles with the tra-
~
. ditional concert plea of "No Smok-
ing Here." Even the dogs were 
there. 
The only non-concert reminders 
were the date, Monday, Nov. 18, f and the movie screen on stage. An 
! SDS member approached the 
~ microphone and said, "Our boy 
-~ Bruce is sentenced to six years 
; in prison now for resisting the 
·; draft. Some 5,500 people signed a 
~ petition to help him out. What's 
!· going to happen to those 5,500 
f, people when we ask them to sup-f: port us and to act regardless of 
.' the consequences? We have to 
I- work together and keep this new 
unity." He introduced Mark Rudd. 
T, Rudd, expelled from Columbia 
University this year for his par-
: ticipation in SDS strike move-
, ments there, took the microphone_ 
~ Dressed in an off-orange shirt 
• and pants, he fumbled a while 
with stories of "Why you can't be-
lieve anything the press says." He 
' introduced a film, produced by 
'Newsreel" and titled "the Colum• 
bia Revolt," which he added, ''was 
_ completely biased, completely 
·. Propaganda, completely OUR side 
:· of the story, but completely the 
: truth." Rudd said, "I'd like peo-
·; Pie to get an impression of what 
· went on at Columbia besides the 
facts. You know, they're amazing 
People at Columbia because they 
,, dress like anyone here, but they're 
.. : a little different; they act. May-
~,~ you can learn something from 
1 this film about how to do-well-
.;_ whatever you want to do here." 
,:. The next step was the showing 
1 of the much-discussed revolt 
movie. Unfortunately, the film 
had been sliced too many times. 
It did not focus well, and its 
soundtract was incoherent. 
··" 
by Jean Stlllitano 
Mark Rudd filled the film/repair 
time with such pertinent questions 
as: "How many here dug Nixon? 
How many dug McCarthy?" When 
the audience showed disapproval 
of his questions (with SSSSSSSS) 
he explained, "rm just trying to 
get an idea of what to say later." 
Finally, the film was fixed and 
the audience gaped at striking 
Columbia students. On April 23, 
the first riot, they tore down the 
wire fence surrounding the pro-
posed gymnasium site_ Rudd said 
later, "We didn't really plan to 
do it, but when someone sug-
gested it, I though it was a good 
idea. The fence was a symbol of 
the authority of the administra-
tion. By tearing it down we 
showed not only our disagreement 
with their policies but also our 
military status." 
Next, the film presented an 
inside view on the well-known 
picture of the striking students 
holding the main school building_ 
They barracaded the doors with 
chairs and jeered from windows 
at the battle-helmed cops outside. 
Inside, they discussed what they 
were doing, got little sleep, 
learned community living at its 
fullest, and finally begged for 
food which fellow Columbia stu-
dents on the outside passed to 
them (after a short battle with 
the police.) The most effective 
film scene however, was the after-
math of the strike-the publicized 
and brutal attack of the police-
men, on the students, to win back 
the building. Cops beating stu-
dents, blood, violence, were all 
too real. 
What happened before the 
"fantastic explosion of April 23"? 
Rudd gave a quick summary of 
the original SDS at Columbia. "It 
was conservative," he said. "The 
members went out and talked 
their cause_ We acted." The new 
action SDS threw a lemon mer-
ingue pie into the face of a top 
selective service colonel while he 
spoke at Columbia. It literally 
chased ·the University Vice-Presi-
dents around the quad. Rudd him-
self disrupted a Martin Luther 
King memorial service by gaining 
the pulpit an shouting that "Co-
lumbia's present denial of union 
contracts for its Negro and Puerto 
Rican workers was a sacriledge to 
the memorial service," an abso-
lute mockery of everything Lu-
ther was being honored for. Rudd 
was placed on: probation. 
Please turn to page 2 
Congress 
Names 
Search 
Sub-Group 
by Georgianna Glace 
A subcommittee has been es-
tablished by Student Congress to 
nominate members for the Search 
Committee for the New President 
of Ithaca College. The subcom-
mittee is made up of three Stu-
dent Congress members: Jill 
Gulekson, Joe Moriello, Margaret 
Lacey and three Executive Com-
mittee members: Bennett Kinsey 
(secretary), Bob Schandler and 
Joe Bogardus (chairman). 
The Search Subcommittee met 
Tuesday, November 12, to draw 
up a rough draft for an applica-
tion. Applications will be distrib-
uted to students interested in 
representing the student body on 
the Search Committee. These ap-
plications will include a state-
ment of the students' interest 
and their ideas of what the quali-
fications for president should be. 
The committee will then screen 
out the best statements and inter-
view these students. This will 
lead to a final interview by Stu-
dent Congress where three in-
dividuals will be nominated and 
elected to sit on the Search Com-
mittee for the new president. 
by Jean Stillitano 
"The emphasis should be that purpose of the Bundy program is 
the Bundy Committee has estab- to help private institutions to 
lished the principle of helping maintain their present level of 
VibraharpiSt Bobby Hutcher- private schools in New York quality, subject, and improve-
son, winner of the 1964 "Down State, and now the state Iegisla- ments_ 
Beat" International Critics Poll 
will appear in concert with the ture has passed it." The first funds given by the These are the comments of newly ir.stituted state program Harold Land Quintet tomorrow · h Provost Robert Davies about t e should be based on the graduates 
at 8: 15 p.m. at Ithaca College. · · h d b 
The concert, sponsored by the Bundy Committee estabhs e Y from July 1, 1968 to June 30, Gov. Rockefeller about two years I9C J, p.:iyab'.e beginning Sept. 15, Egbert Union Board, will be held · 
ago to study private institutions. 1969. ":~:> fund.:; are apprcpriated in the Union Recreation Room. l\IcGeorge Bundy, Head of the except for $350,GOO for the State Tickets are on sale at Mayers Ford Foundation, was chairman Education Department for ad-Smoke Shop, McNeil Music Store 
of the committee which studied ministath·e costs." 
and Egbert Union. 
Hutcherson, at age 23, is firm- the financial need of private col- The ?ro•:ost holds that such a 
ly established in the upper eche- leges as compared to the state-sup- legislation is "more than wonder-
lons of jazz. His early associates ported f u~ic !ns_titutions.d ~:e ful for I.C." He compared the 
on the West Coast include such result O e s u.:..y p:ove e stat:! ;::J to a millionaire donat-
diverse individuals as saxophon- ne~d of monc:;~Y_ assistance !0 1 ing 5 nillion dollars yearly to I.C. 
ist Charles Lloyd and pianist Les Nprivatye ~~nS-tse., ,_nan colleges rn · The Frovost predicted that the 
In "f · ew or., a.e:. \ · t d t IC Mccann. 1966 the Cah orn1a ~ 1 . N Y k 'h mon::y appropria e o .. ac-based vibist joined forces with ' d:::w a ::w 10 ,de·,
1
·~ or ' ' c: cordin~ to the Bundy Report will 
39-ycar-old Harold Land to pro- / >?!'I Y rc::cmmetn a whn a1;1prto- be t.:sed "for more scholarship 
·ct f t d , t ht pnates P.~x.·.v o sue pnva e "d d t h 
ft - H' sc oo.~ as . . on e as1s o . 
v1 e one o o ay s mos soug I h , 1 c· th b . f ai to stu en s ere, to pay 
a er Jazz groups. 1s appca.rar cc "h . d t. 1 Alth h faculty wages, and to improve 
at Ithaca College is one·-~ Hutcil- l ebi_r gtrta uahmg cte~s.l · lot~g SUC;l facilities as the library." 
h E C SU JeC O C ange, .ne er11s a !On 1 - . ersons' few on t e • ast oast. .d f 1 ° t· [ "In general " he contmued "the prov1 es or an annua appor 10n- . • ' . 
m·ent of $400 for each graduating, money will be_ used to establish a 
student holding a BA or MA, and I bct'.~r education for students at 
$2400 for each student with a 11.c. Students Attenudl doctor's degree. Apparently, there are two 
Eligibility for this financinl I t:rawbacks to the Bundy legisla-
Speech Dep't 
Meetings 
award by the state first depenci· 1 t10n which otherwise appears to 
on the ability of the college tc, be a generous movement by t~e 
meet "such standards of educa- 1 state as well as a renewed m-
tional quality, comparable to terest in New York for b~tter ed-
public institutions of higher ed- ucation. So far the bill only 
uation." Secondly the private in- includes "certain non-sectarian 
The staff members of the stitutions that desire to partici- private schools." That stipulation 
Speech Pathology and Audiology pate in the financial aid of the obviously excludes all private 
department met on November 8 Bundy legislation must apply for Catholic and other religious col-
and 11 to discuss projected needs the funds. The legislation docs lcgcs in New York State. Second-
o£ the department. It was unani- not include an a".I~omatic allot- ly, the legislation has been passed 
mously passed to invite students ment to all priva•e colleges. I.C. but the amount of financial aid 
of that department to elect stu- then, has to su'.1.nit reports to although discussed, has not been 
dent representatives to appear at the Commissioner uf Education decided upon yet. Therefore, the 
1·egular staff meetings of the de- concerned with ··b:1t not limited money has not been appropriated 
partment. The dates and times to such matte1 3 ::.s present pro. to any schools. According to the 
will be posted. Students in the grams, curricu::::, institution facil- memorandum, "Although th~ 
Speech Pathology and Audiology. ities, the institution's financial pohcy of the state aid to privaU 
arc also invited by the depart- affairs, and its long range plans colleges and universities in Nevi 
mcnt to organize a panel discus- for progress." York state has been established, 
sion at which the departmental A memorandum on the legisla- it seems clear that the legislature 
staff is willing to appear to an- lion, issued July 23, 1968, stated will need to be assured of the 
swer questions concerning stu- that one of the objectives of the continuing need of such aid to 
dent tea~hing, the program and aid is to "stimulate improvement vote the necessary funds es-
future of the department and\ m the overall quality of higher pecially in the increasingly tight 
other relevant questions. education in the state." Another Plcaso turn to page 10 
'· -... 
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Wolf~ s 
Whistle 
by Dick Wolfsie 
LAST l\IONTH I had nothing to do so I stormed into the 
library, approached the desk, and yelled, "I hate this place, 
and I want to blow up the whole building." 
The librarian was calm and collected. "You'll have to fill 
out a card," she said. 
This experience has caused me to question the sanity not 
only of the library, but the entire University. Yesterday I went 
to the circulation desk and filled out a card for the "Holy 
Bible." For the author, I combined humor with exactness and 
wrote down, "GOD." 
The librarian quickly returned the card with an appropriate 
scowl and said, "Whadya think this is a game? You forgot the 
first name and middle initial." 
Ithaca College Jazz Lab 
The Spectator 
by Pe_te Cowan 
President-elect Richard Nixon faces some of the biggest i 
problems in United States history. He will be president of a 
country steeped in conflict at home and abroad. He has pledged· 
to end the Vietnam war and maintain the peace at home. J -
is up to him to keep his promises. 
Nixon will be the first president since 1876 to spend his firs 
term with an opposition Congress. Nevertheless, the Democrat 
have pledged to support in order to unite a badly t2,rn country'. 
There have be~n reports that Nixon will appoint a l\"egro 
cabinet member. Let us hope that he does so on the basis 
of the man's qualifications. A token Negro will be seen foi just;' 
that and cause more racial strife. 
Sometimes, in a moment of weakness, I use the Xerox ma-
chine ( The "X" stands for - excuse me, I'm broke again). One 
day, after printing three thousand copies of "EAT AT THE 
VARSITY INN," and two thousand 1%5 calendars, I decided 
to try my luck, once more, at the circulation desk. 
Jazz Lab To 
The prospects . of Nixon's c~binet are not bright. This j; 
based on the one choice Nixon has already made: Spiro Agnew. 
Can you imagine a cabinet full of Agnews? Nixon has demon. 
strated poor discretion on this one choice. We are in trouble if 
- he does it again. 
· There has been much talk concerning the Electoral Co! .. 
You will find, if you go to the library often enough, that a 
book you are looking for is not "out." More often it will be in 
the bindery, lost, in the reserve rooml or just playing it cute. 
lege. Many prominent people, and the editor of the Ithacan 
Perform At Conventi• Qll have proposed its abolition. Although I agr~e that it is 1,1seless: I feel this way because of the possibility of electing a president 
Last week I tried to take out a book, and the librarian 
gave me a card tht said, "BOOK LOST, WILL TRACE." I 
nevt:r knew what that meant until I accidentally stumbled into 
the head librarian's office andsaw him sitting on the floor with 
ten rolls of tissue paper - tracing a book. 
Yesterday I went to the periodical room. Have you got 
Time?" I asked. 
"Pick me up at seven," responded the librarian. 
"I don't think you understand," I explained. "How about 
Life?" 
"OK," she giggled, "I'll be ready at six." 
Someday when I'm old and gray and my three-year-old son 
asks me about my school library, I'll show him a picture of our 
grand super-structure reaching high into the sky. He'll carefullv 
count the number of floors and say, "Gee, Daddy, vour librar}· 
has five stories." · 
"Yes son,"·1'11 admit, "and a whole hook of poems.'' 
by Barbara Friedman and 
Kathy Gifford 
Jazz has become an influential 
force in contemporary music. 
Composers such as Stravinsky and 
Milhaud effectively use jazz tech-
niques. Many Hollywood movie 
scores are based on jazz. Chance 
music has a jazz origin, and rock 
and roll, too, is derived from jazz. 
Ithaca College has recognized the 
importance of jazz to both per-
formers, future teachers and com-
posers by forming a Jazz Work-
shop. 
The Jazz Lab, as it is more com-
monly known, is nothing new to 
Ithaca College. This year, how-
R~n~~v!~
0
,~!·>the strike all Hnstructional Re.sources 
ab~;~?e key element of Colum-1 lPJays Large Role 
bia's strike was that the students b · 
were finally freeing themselves. , Y Don Tepper 
Freeing themselves from the Any time, in any class, that improved instrumental methods: 
power of the U.S. society that slides, movies, transparencies, or Secondly, it produces, obtains, 
ruled our lives (rperesented to photographs are shown. Ithaca and circulates material and 
them by the Columbia adminis- College's Instructional Resources equipment. 
tration). Freeing themselves from Center has played a part. In fact, The film library currently has 
the people who need us in busi- quite often the material is not aoout 400 films in stock. Mrs. 
ness, in specialized career fields, only procured by I.R.C., but it is Mordue, the Center's co-ordina-
in war-and showing these people produced by the Center. tor, outlined the development of 
that we aren't afraid of them. The Director of the Instruc- the library. She said, "Three 
The only true way to free our- tional Resources Center, Mr. Kes- years ago, when I.R.C. was first 
sieves," he added, "is to fight." hishoglov, explained the purpose formed, practically the only films 
He said "I understand that you of I.R.C. "We are providing the the college owned were a few of 
(Cornell) 'have a completely poli- best educational media assis- very old football games. It takes 
ticized campus here." (A member tancc to the instructional pro- a very long time to assemble a 
of the audience mocked, "Now gra1!1s at Ithaca College. We are good film library, and, in addi.: 
where did you ever get that showing the faculty the proper tion, some of them are very ex. 
idea?") "I understand that most use of such media, and the value pensive. For example, a color 
people here agree the Cornell syS- tha~ the proper util_izat~on . can film short enough to be shown in 
tern shits." ("Well sock it to 'em" achieve when material 1s mte- one class period can easily run 
was one sarcastic response.) ' grated into courses." . ov~r $300, and, a series of four 
"Do you know what their func- The _Center was esta~lish:d for qmte short films costing $1,000. A 
tion is? It's to turn us out into two primary reasons. First, it was color film costs about, twice as 
prepared technical slots. It's to to pro1!1otc_ research and expE?i- much as would the same film in 
exploit people, and that's what mentation m .the use of teachmg black and white." 
the Cornell administration is do- and processes toward a goal of The Center has encouraged the 
ever, it has acliieved the status 
of having a faculty director, Mr. 
Stephen Brown, and a listing in 
the college catalogue. 
As its name implies, the Jazz 
Lab is more than a combo. It 
educates the players to become 
directors of similar organizations, 
and, in addition, each member .is 
taught to improvise. This skill 
will be demonstrated in Buffalo 
on Decemher 7, when the Jazz Lab 
performs at the Music Educator's 
Convention. Other events sched'-
uled for this year include a con-
cert in the Union Recreation 
Room on December 8, a week-
long tour of Pennsylvania, and a 
spring concert in Walter Ford 
Hall with guest artist Manny 
Albam. 
Music and non-music majors 
may audition for positions in this 
select group consisting of five 
trumpets, five trombones, five 
saxophones, and bass and rhythm 
sections. 
faculty to make use of the facili-
ties offer-ed. It produces ·many 
visual aids, including maps, 
graphs, charts, and statistics. It 
maintains a large pool of projec-
tors-slide, movie, and overhead, 
most of which are usually in cir-
culation. 
Mrs. Mordue explained, "We 
would be considered a well-
equipped center even in an ex-
tremely large school, but such 
sophisticated facilities m a 
school this size is practically un-
heard of. The Center has an· un-
usually good, very professional 
printing and enlarging room and 
very advanced equipment for de-
veloping either 16 mm., Regular 
8, or Super 8 black and white 
movie film. A sound stage, simi-
lar to the c<_>Uege television 
studio, is now under construc-
tion." 
who has a plurality of the popular vote. In an election such as 
we just had, without the electoral--college, we still -would not 
know who had won, because all the votes have not been count-
ed. 
I believe that in order to solve the problem, along with the 
abolition of the Electoral College, federal funds must ·come for 
modern voting tabulation. With fully equipped booths and com. 
puters in all cities, the votes could be counted over night and 
the results made public in the morning: Only in this way can the 
problems of the Electoral College be overcome. 
CHANTICLEER 
• BEST SPAGHETTI 
AND STEAKS 
• 2nd Floor Room 
Available for 
Your Parties 
• ST ATE AND CA YUGA 
272-9678 
' 
-
· LEE'S GARAGE 
FOR: Repairs on all makes 
and models, including for-
eign cars, specializing in 
,, Volkswagen. 
N.Y.S. Inspection 
Front End Alignment 
Electrical Tune-up 
Brake & Motor Overhaul 
402 S. CAYUGA ST. 
273 - 1821 Rear Entrance 
CORNER CAYUGA 
& GREEN ST. 
KITTY-CORNER FROM 
WOOLWORTH DEPT. STORE 
THE DINING CENTER 
OF- ITHACA 
FAMOUS FOR ••. 
BEEF IN ALL ITS 
GLORY 
ing, it's exploiting the Ithaca pub- fr==========================e;i ~--------------------------...JI 
lie. The functions of the admin-
istration here aren't any different 
from Columbia. The functions of 
this administration are the same." 
Rudd continued. "Do you know 
what our motto is? 'Dare to strug-
gle. 'Dare to win, 'Dare to believe 
and to fight for_what you believe 
in regardless of the consequences 
of your actions are-whether the 
actions turn out good or bad, 
whether what happens to you is 
good or bad." 
Rudd was still speaking, but 
the concert audience was leaving. 
They were leaving in groups. 
Bailey Hall was b'eing left to the 
hard-core SDS members.. Rudd 
was saying, "Name your enemy. 
At Columbia our enemy was the 
administration. And whether they 
are good-guys or bad-guys they're 
the enemy. It doesn't matter what 
they are." 
A student rose to ask a ques-
tion. He spoke but the rumble of 
the leaving audience was too loud 
to hear him. He spoke again. The 
rumble had grown louder. Finally, 
the Cornell SDS representative 
took the microphone and said, 
"We'll wait until everyone is fin-
ished leaving until we answer 
that." 
AMES WELDING 
& SUPPLY CO. 
618 W. Buffalo $t. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
273 -4911 
"Ames Aims To Please" 
Frank Hammer 
144 E. State St. 
ALTMAN & GREE.N JEWELERS 
The Number 1 Jewelers of the Nation 
By Brand Name Foundations, Inc. 
EXPERT WATCH & JEWELRY REPAIR 
Exclusive I.C. Physical Therapy 
Ring & Pin Distributor· 
Rings $32.95 - Pins $7.95 
Immediate Delivery I I I 
272-1810 
Open Friday Nights 'til 9 p:m. 
Fantastic Below- Cost Classical Sale 
$5.79 369 List 
A Rock-
Bottom 
ARCHIVE 359 DGG an 
unbelievable 
•-- Odyssey 
• Veveryman 
• Victrola 
• Turnabout 
• Nonesuch 
0 Many others 
PLUS: ANGEL - MS 
LSC- LONDON 
f 69 
ALL LP'c MUST GO . . . -
NEW SHIPMENT JUST IN ! 
BELL BOTTOM-
J EANS and SLACKS 
$5.88 to $10.00 
Blue Jeans - Corduroys 
Dress Stripes and Plaids 
106 - 108 
N. Cayuga 
St. 
Open Fri. 
Evo. till 
9p.m. 
Stanford President 
Backs More Student 
· Involvement 
. Palo Alto, Calif. (I.P.)-Kenneth 
· s. Pitzer, Stanford's president-
ciect, has criticized the draft 
Jaw, backed student involvement 
in education refofm, and set open 
communication with students and 
faculty as his most important im. 
mediate objective. 
~ Scheduled to take office Dec. 
! 1, Pitzer went directly from his 
first news conference to confer 
informally and privately with 
Student Body President Denis 
,, Hayes and six other students. 
[ On a long-run basis, he told 
i newsmen, Stanford's "aim and 
,· ambition should be a university 
second to none in the world," the 
equal of Ha~ard and MIT com-
bined in the distinction and range 
of its academic programs. He said 
OPEN BOWLING 
1-(EW 
ITHACA 
BOWL 
ELMIRA ROAD 
• 
24 LANES 
20 BILLIARD TABLES 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
SNACK BAR 
Let's Form A 
College League I 
CAU 272 - 1922 
Lou Barnard - Gen. Mgr. 
he was "all in favor" of Stanford's 
recent commitment to double its 
minority group enrollment by 
1970. "We should digest what 
we've already promised before 
making more promises," he add-
ed. The University has estimated 
its ~osts for the change may 
reach approximately $1 million 
annually, mainly for increased 
student financial aid. 
As President of Rice Univer-
sity, Pitzer gave top priority to 
removal of racial restrictions on 
enrollment, securing a court or-
der to do so in 1964. Questioned 
about the role of students in 
picking university presidents, 
Pitzer said students "certainly 
should have an opportunity to 
put information into the process. 
How it goes in will v.ary at each 
institution. What's right now may 
not be right 10 years from now." 
New Policy Guidelines 
Asked about demonstrations, 
he said, "In many cases, disturb-
ances are a matter of getting at-
tention," which might be avoided 
with adequate communication 
among various campus interest 
groups. The University is now in 
the act of developing new policy 
guidelines to help maintain the 
rights of free speech, peaceable· 
assembly, and freedom of move-
ment on campus. 
In general, the guidelines 
would make it a violation of uni-
versity policy for a member of 
the faculty, staff or student body 
to prevent normal univ~ity 
functions or obstruct the - legiti-
mate movement of individuals on 
campus. If such disruption oc-
curs, the proposed policy would 
require individuals to identify 
themselves and to leave univer-
sity buildings when asked to do 
so by a member of the university 
community, acting in his official 
role and identifying himself as 
such. 
Action by the Academic Sen-
ate in favor of the policy was the 
first expression of opinion on 
campus disruption by a repre-
sentative body of the faculty 
since May 8, when the Academic 
Council voted 284-245 to recom-
mend that the proposed suspen-
sion of seven student demonstra-
tors against the CIA last Novem-
ber be set aside and that no stu-
dents be penalized as a conse-
quence of the sit-in at the Old 
Student Union May 6-8. (Follow-
ing the sit-in, a campus-wide stu-
dent referendum condemned sit-
ins as "unacceptable behavior ;it 
Stanford," 3,924 to 1,695. On May 
16 the Board of Trustees request-
ed students, faculty, and admin-
istrators to continue "with the 
greatest sense of urgency" their 
efforts to eliminate sit-ins and 
other disruptive activities "which 
strike at the very heart of the 
Univesity.") 
Younger Faculty 
Stanford also announced that 
starting this year, talented young 
faculty members will have a 
chance to tackle university-wide 
problems and to develop educa-
tional innovations here, under a 
new $1 million Ford Foundation 
grant. 
Two or three young faculty 
members will be chosen annu-
ally to serve three-year terms as 
"Fellows of the University." Re-
lieved of all normal departmental 
assignments, each Fellow will de-
vote half-time to university serv-
ices and half-time to his own de.. 
velopment as a teacher and schol-
ar. All University Fellows would 
serve on an advisory group con-
cerned with the development and 
evaluation of new educational 
programs at Stanford. Supervised 
by a senior university officer, 
THE: SAVOY ARDS* ANNOUNCE 
OPEN 
TRYOUTS 
ffor Leads, Chorus and Orchestra* 
BN GILBERT AND SULLDVAN 1S 
THE MIKADO 
December 2 6- 3 4 at: at: 
2 - 5 p.m.; 7 - 10 p.m. 
7 - 10 p.m. 
North Room - WiDlard Stiraighfr lHlaD~ 
(Questions to - 273 - 2018) 
*The Savoyords is an organization based at Cornel8 Univerrsity 
whose main activity is the production of Gilbert and Sullivan 
operettas. It t~aditionally welcomes into membership interest~cl 
persons from Ithaca College and the surrounding area as well as 
Cornell Students. · 
*By Appointmenti call Thomas Pniewski 275-4701 or 277-3529 
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this group will draw on the serv-
ices of an Academic Planning 
Office, which will be organized 
during 1968-69. 
education, said: "The causes of § h 
universiy tension are many but OJP lT,T ,O 
some stand out. Faculty mer:ibers fi ~ y 
More Involved Faculty 
have ~ecome increasingly in- p O O l 
volvcd m matters that pull them "Tl">TI.\C rn_ tO>gtO>§ 
away from teaching and student j ll. 'it ~ ~ 
affairs. The young people in to. I 
In addition to this role which d A dl • ays' colleges and universities i JPPJr 
is the most important feature of b · h O\C 7..0 arc rig t, concerned, articulate, 
1 
'it ~
the plan, typical assignments for and strong enough to demand 
service might include directing a better performance from these> · by Georgianna Glac:e 
new demonstration housing unit, institutions. These form~ of insti- r The Sophomore Cla~s will spon-
where s!udents share at l~ast one tutional pressure call for new , ;or an open party at the Ware-
course m common;. helpmg stu- ideas, new approaches, and a re-
1 
h~use on December 2. Price of ad-
~cn_t-faculty c_om~_1ttecs on a definition of roles of the \'arious i m1ss10n is 75c, \\ ith "Ronnie Dio 
\ anety ?f" umve1s1t~ probl~ms; I participants in the univcr~ity and the Prophets"' performing. 
0 ~ workmb on special proJccts community:· 1 The proposal of using "From a 
with one ?r more senior officers _____ I Joint Statement of Rights and 
of the_ university. [ '. Freedoms of Students," as a cri-
Durmg the first five years of §11- ~ 
1 
teria for student governmcnt"s 
the new program, developed in- ·. ti.. 1Lll. <l.ll y I news on the existence of pluralist 
dependently by Vice-Provost Her. 1 attitudes on campus was passed 
bert L. Packer and others here, Ab11'°""'°'"11 ,....TI i with a majority vote of congress. 
a total of 13 University Fellows .l1. ~CC.U.<L!J. I Jane Negri was elected to rep-
would be chosen. Approximately I resent student government on the 
half the funds would be used to by Linda Lee Sturble Educational Opportunities Com-
meet their salary and related ex. Ithaca College has proposed a mittce. This committee decides on 
penses, while the rest would pro- new study abroad program which policies of recruiting, admission 
vide "venture capital" for highly would be open to qualified sopho- and tutoring of students. 
experimental academic programs. mores, possibly second semester President of the Student Bodv 
Giving young faculty members freshmen, as well as juniors. Dean Dan Karson, suggested that -~ 
"a sense of educational power" Givens will be returning from a standing Student Budget Commit-
through developing and evaluat- trip to Greece and will be able tee be created to put the power 
ing new programs which cut to inform the faculty and students of determining the finances of 
across normal departmental Jines of I.C. about the possibility of their own organizations into the 
can be "the key factor in culti- establishing a program there. Dr. hands of the students. Budget re-
vating loyalty to the institution Terwilliger commented a few quests have gone to the admin-
as a whole," according to Prof. weeks ago that the program was istration and have been approved 
Packer. "Today's American uni- still in a developmental stage and not particularly on the basis of 
versity is. more centrifugal than that more definite information merit, but on past budget requests 
centripetal," he comments, "The could be ascertained upon the re- and the amount of money avail-
discipline rather than the insti- turn of Dean Givens. Prof. Mc- able. In addition, over the years 
tution commands the attention Keith of the history department some organizations may have been 
and the allegiance of the indi- felt that it would be necessary for founded inadequately, while oth-
vidual faculty member. Re- a student who participated in the ers, were over budgeted. Indeed, 
wards, including the reward of study abroad program to be a mented characteristic of cen-
self-esteem, come from the recog- very mature and level-headed tralized control of student 
nition of one's work accorded by person. He does not approve of finance. By having a Student 
one's peers-fellow specialists in the idea for freshmen but con- Budget Committee, student gov-
molecular biology, French drama siders it an excellent opportunity fy student organizations and as-
of the classical period, or social for sophomores and juniors. sert a more powerful and re-
stratification ... There are apt Prof. Fuller, also of the history sert a more powerful and re-
to be far more of them outside department, stated that selectivity spectable role. This suggestion 
than inside one's home institu- should be observed for choosing was tabled and will be voted on at 
tion. Increasingly, the professor students who would spend a year a future meeting. 
is likely to have a number of abroad. Among the reasons cited Sophomore key privileges were 
homes away from home. Mobility against freshmen participation in approved by Congress and also 
combines with disciplinary loy- the plan were the fact that it is that 21 yr. olds need not have 
alty to undermine the develop- beneficial for an institution to parental permission to have keys. 
ment of interest in the institu- have students on the campus for The student parking problem 
tion of its problems." at least a year, the problem of was moved to the Grievance Com-
Commenting on the new Stan- correctly evaluating a student in mittee and S.D.S. was formally 
ford grant and a $500,000 grant only one semester, and that most recognized. 
to support partially a new office freshmen are not prepared to 
for experimental activities at the enjoy a year abroad. Mr. Fuller 
University of California at Berke- expressed the opinion that a year 
1ey, Marshall Robinson, the Ford abroad is an excellent opportunity 
Foundation officer for higher for sophomores and juniors. How-
ever, he thought that second 
semester freshmen of unusual 
capabilities might be able to en-
joy the benefits of living abroad. 
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Editorials - -
Did you enjoy walking to classes last week? 
Did you like trying to find a place to park 
in an unplowed student lot? 
Or did you slip and fall on the ice cover-
ing the sidewalks? Or perhaps get a parking 
ticket for leaving your car in the only avail-
able space - a staff or faculty lot? 
Such are the nature of the complaints voiced 
by many students after last week's twelve-
inch snowfall. The complaints were legitimate 
ones. It took several days before some parking 
areas were plowed. The walk between the Ter-
race and the Towers was hardly navigable. 
Other areas were extremely slippery with no , 
evidence of attempts to spread rock salt or 
other such materials. In the few areas where 
rock salt was provided, it was poorly spread 
and inadequate under the prevailing weather 
conditions. 
The Terrace parking lot was never plowed 
completely - only one row and part of the 
circle was cleared. The situation was definitely 
not conducive to safe driving or student con-
venience. Students assigned to L lot parked 
in other lots during the day, but were unable 
to return to L lot at night because of the 
snow. 
The amazing thing was that this situation 
lasted not for one but for several days. 
And while we're on the subject of L lot, 
those unfilled 15-foot potholes presented a 
jolly diversion. The camouflage provided by 
the snow gave the drivers a new game· to play 
- "Guess Where the Pothole Is or Break 
Your Axle." 
We know that the snowstorm caught all by 
surprise. -Once it stopped, however, why were 
not all available men put to work? The Union 
lot, for example, could have been cleared last 
Tuesday after 5 p.m. when the snow had 
stopped and only a few cars were in the lot. 
Why wasn't it plowed until Wednesday after-
noon when most of the staff were forced to 
park haphazardly in the unplowed lot? 
Why? 
John, Martin and Bobby 
For one brief blazing moment there was 
Camelot. 
There lived a young president, John Fitz-
gerald Kennedy who in his inaugural pleaded 
for "a new world of law, where the strong are 
just and the weak secure in the peace pre-
serv'ed-" And once there Jived a Negro lead-
er, Martin Luther King, Jr., who fell on his 
knees praying, "God I am here fo_r what I 
believe is right. The people are looking to me 
for leadership, and if I stand before the~ 
without strcno-th and courage, they too will 
falter. I can't,...,face it alone anymore-" Once 
there lived a vibrant New York senator and 
hopeful presidential candidate called Bobby 
Kennedy who often quoted Aeschylus, "Even 
in our sleep pain cannot forget falls drop by 
drop upon 'the heart until, in our despair, 
against our will, comes wisdom through the 
awful grace of God." 
Once there existed a peaceful land called 
Camelot where John, Martin, and Bobby lived 
together, faced their fears honestly, attacked 
fear through courage, and fed courage on love 
and faith. ''God answered me at midnight,'" 
said King "God said to stand up for righteous-
ness, sta~d up for truth. God will be at 
your side forever." 
Civil Rights, world peace, a society where 
all people can live the life America promised 
- this is what they fought for. Yet all three 
knew that the people had to support them if 
their dreams were to live. Said President Ken-
nedy, "In your hands, my fellow citizens, 
more than mine, will rest the final success 
or failure of our course." 
By the end of June '68, Camelot had been 
shattered. A Boeing 707 which carried ,the 
assassinated Bobby from California to New 
York, also held three widows, Ethel and 
Jackie Kennedy, and Coretta King. An eter-
nal flame had been shining in Arlington for 
five years. The Negro winner of the Nobel 
Peace Prize who once said, "If you are around 
when I have to meet my day, tell them to 
say in my eulogy that I just wanted to leave 
a committed life behind. Then my living will 
not be in vain," was killed just three months 
before Bobby. 
Five years ago today, on Nov. 22, 1963, 
President John Kennedy was killed by a 
sniper's bullets. And today there is a song 
that whines the cause of three Camelot 
heroes: 
"Anyone hear from my old friend John? 
Can you tell me where he's gone? 
He's freed 'lotta people but still he died 
young-
-Anyone hear from my old friend Martin? 
-Anyone hear from my old friend Bobby? 
I thought I saw them walking up over the 
hill-
- Didn't they try to find some good in the 
human being?-" 
For one brief blazing moment there was 
Camelot. But Camelot exists no more. Only 
memories linger on. 
Recruiters This Week 
DEADLINE ! ! ! 
WED., 
WED., 
DEC. 4-General Electric Company 
DEC. 4-Syracuse University Business School 
(MBA) 
THURS., DEC. 5-State of New York Department of Audit 
and Control 
Applications for 1969-1970 Scholarships for gradaute work 
in Asian-Pacific Area Studies at the University of Hawaii, must 
be filed no later than 15 December 1968. 
INFORMATION IN SERVICES FOR CAREER PLANS 
207 ARTS AND SCIENCES 
Monday, December 2 
12 Noon-
All articles, columns, 
Greek columns 
FOR DEC. 6 ISSUE 
This will be the 
last issue of the semester! 
· Letters to the Editor 
All letters submitted become the property of the Ithacan 
and must be typed and SIGNED. We reserve the right to refuse 
to publish letters submitted to us. Letters MUST NOT exceed 
400 words. 
Intervisitation is something 
which would widen the scope of 
Opinions 
Vary on 
Election 
Results 
by Elyse Jonas INTERVISITATION 
Editor: 
It has come to our attention 
that there are many problems in-
volved in the question of inter-
visitation. Because we feel that 
these problems must be- analyzed 
and solved, we would like to ex-
press our opinion as to what the 
solution should be. 
learning for a student. By creat.. "What is your opinion of the 
ing a more natural atmosphere election and what will be its con. 
between male and female mem-
bers of the college community, sequences?" I asked this question 
a less inhibited communication of a number of people after the 
would result. Frustration would .. e_lection of Richard Nixon and 
be relieved. Intervisi!atio~ must Spiro Agnew as president and 
not be thoug~t of Just m the vice-president of the U.S. I fou d 
scope of morality, as the College . . n 
seems to be doing. It would also the maJonty of the stduents 
The solution involves "freedom 
with responsibility," but inherent 
in the solution lies our basic pre-
supposition that intervisitation is 
something which belongs to the 
student. It is a policy which, if 
initiated, could only creaie a 
healthier and more natural at-
mosphere at Ithaca College. Pri-
vacy of the student is being ne-
glected by the College in its 
overly-parental attitude. Privacy 
ts not only a natural right of an 
individual, but a basic need that 
must not be stifled. 
encompass a freer academic at- polled were for Hubert Hum. 
mosphere where one could· visit ·phrey. 
Y{e feel that it is completely 
unjust for the College to impose 
its morality on the responsible 
students of this institution. The 
present policy of the administra-
tion is based on the lack of faith 
in the resident student body, 
which is completely without foun-
dation. The main reasons that 
intervisitation has not been de-
a girl to study for an exam, or to 
sit and talk to each other private. 
ly. 
In order to solve the problem 
of how to initiate a more equit-
able solution, we propose a sys.. 
tern based on freedom with re-
sponsibility. We ask the College 
to permit the house coun.cil of 
each dormitory to decide if and 
how they would like to see inter 
visitation operate, then have 
these proposals submitted to Stu-
dent Congress. Once thls has 
been achieved we think that Stu-
dent Congress should decide on 
the most rational and logical 
solution concerning how inter-
visitation should be initiated. 
Thomas J. Jordan 
Alan E. Reuter 
Butler Jean-Louis 
Allan T. Ryan 
sirable to the administration and 
trustees are their fears of ex- ELECTION RESULTS 
posed immorality and a large Editor: 
number of unwed mothers. It The recent history of the poll-
seems highly u~·natural to us tical situation in the United 
that this academic institution States is such that it causes grave 
would accept students with such concern on the part of us all. To 
an irresponsible perspective. begin with, 53% of the populus 
Then the question arises: where was unhappy with the· choice of 
is the evidence to support this candidates offered in this most 
institution's faithless view of the recent election. And, added to 
student body? this, is the fact that 57% of the 
It seems highly illogical and voters have rejected the current 
inequitable that the College al- President-elect, Richard Nixon. 
lows some upperclassmen the In view of the above I am here-
right to entertain guests of the by declaring myself a candidate 
opposite sex in their apartments for the presidency in 1972. My 
whilerefusing the same right to purpose is to return the govern-
other students who pay to live on ment to the control of the people. 
campus. Where does the school. My platform is as follows: " ... be 
make the distinction between kind to one another, tender-
"the haves" and "the have-nots"? 'hearted, forgiving one another 
What makes one student more " (Eph. 4:32). 
deserving than another? J. Hunter Mica 
U.P.B. 
C.P.S. 
Denise Kale, a Social Studies 
major, explained it this way, 
"After the shock has worn off, 1 
think that there will have to be 
a tightening of the lines in the 
liberal movement and many of 
the people who identify them. 
selves as liberals will move over 
to more -radical means to get their 
goals accomplished. If things get 
really bad, there might even be 
a chance of a revolution against ·' 
Nixon's policies because there is , 
such a majority of people in this 
country who did not support 
Nixon in this election." 
One male stude,nt, who did not 
want his name used, had this to 
say, "I think Nixon is not a man 
of integrity and honesty. Youth 
is going to hate him because as 
he has already shown us, he 
is ·basically a party man and will 
only make concessions toward his 
party." 
Sandy Korn, a Physical Therapy 
major, stated, "God bless Nixon, 
for our sake. I always thought 
that the U.S. didn't want a think-
ing man for president, now I am • 
convinced." 
Ellen Hoffman, a Radio and 
T.V. major, fears "Holy Hell I 
feel that we're in a lot of trouble 0 
because, at the rate our country 
is going, we cannot afford to 
stand still or retrogress and that ' 
is the only way we can go with 
Nixon. This· election is going to 
cause a lot of antagonism. I pre-
dict a lot of racial violence - a 
lot of violence period!" 
Ralph Marcus, a Political Sci-
ence major, claims, "This election 
has proved to the public that we ·· 
should make a change in our elec- X 
tion system. I think the electoral } 
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GREETINGS PILGRIM I 
Your search is over. 
Pick. up your 
Thanksgiving Day Cards 
at 
CHARJAN'S 
State & Tioga · 
Greek Peak 
Skiing Club 
To Begin 
In conjunction · with Egbert 
Union, Greek Peak is offering 
again this year a program of sev-
en evening ski lessons. 
Sessions will take place on Mon-
day nights, the first one being 
Dec. 9, the second on January 
13, and the remainder on a 
BUY YOUR RECORDS NOW BEFORE 
YOU MUST PAY MORE IN N.Y.C. 
. \\~'-~\Cl. 
. \~\~\\\\~\ 
Be the first on your· block 
with the new Beatles LP. 
TAKING DEPOSITS I l I 
weekly basis thereafter. In or-
der to give you maximum utili-
zation of your time, the ski 
lessons will start at 6:00 p.m. 
and 7:00 p.m. This will afford 
you 3½ hours of free skiing 
excluding your lesson until the 
10:30 p.m. closing time. 
These lessons are available to 
Ithaca College students, fac-
ulty, staff, and their spouses. 
Lesson groups will have ten to 
twelve in each class with abil-
ity levels ranging from begin-
WESTt:CcaD 
tr"\~ Glasses ~ ~ and Contacl 
Lenses Fitted 
CO-OP SHOPPING 
CENTER ITHACA 
272-0994 
HOURS: 
9-5:30 Daily - 9-1 Sat. 
GNOMON DAYS* 
ARE BEBE .AGAIN2 
at 313 Eddy Street, Ithaca, 273-8686 
where XEROX copies cost only 
5 C first copy of original 
3e each 2nd through 10th copy of onginal 
2e each 11th and further copies of same original 
*Nights too - we're open 9-9 Mon-Thurs; 9-6 Fri .• Sat. 
ner through advanced and 
racer. Those without equip-
ment will be able to rent at 
the time of registration. 
Registration will take place on 
Tuesday and Wednesday, De-
cember 3 and 4, from 9:00 a.m. 
to 5:00 p.m. in the Lobby of the 
Egbert Union. 
The cost of the lessons is 
$22.75 if you have your own 
equipment 
$35.00 if you require rental 
equipment 
Full payment is due at the time 
of registration. Personnel will be 
on hand at the registration 
desk to answer any further 
questions. 
Donohue - Halverson 
Inc. 
PLUMBING AND HEATING 
<> 
Estimates Cheerfully Given 
<> 
602 W. Seneca St. 
273 -3393 
THIS WEEKEND 
Head 
for 
Straight 
the 
ROYAL PALMS 
209 Dryden Rd. 
272 - 9636 
HinlkeDmarro 
IHloD'llore<C!l 
by Sandy Mulford 
Dr. Harold I. Hinkelman, Chair-
man of the Department of Eco-
nomics and Business Adminislra. 
lion of Ithaca College was re-
elected National Vice-President 
of the National Council of Delta 
Mu Delta Honor Society in Busi-
ness Administration on October 
26 at DePaul University. As Vice. 
President he is editor of the so-
ciety's newsletter which is pub-
lished twice a year. There are 
approximatly twenty chapters 
in the United Stales with 4,180 
members. 
Dr. Hinkelman was a studenet 
member of Delta Mu Delta when 
he attended Bucknell. When he 
came to Ithaca College he formed 
the Rho chapter of Delta Mu 
Delta in 1966 and is their spon-
sor and faculty moderator. It is 
strictly an honor society and its 
purpose is to encourage academic 
scholarship and to "honor those 
business students in a liberal arts 
society." 
On October 17 and 18, Dr. 
A 
COMPLETE 
MUSICAL SERVICE 
0 
HICKIEY1 S 
MUSDC STORE 
201 South Tioga St. 
Ithaca 272 - 8262 
Skiis by Hart, Atomic, 
Kastle, Northland, 
Rossignol, K-2 Holiday 
Bindings by Marker, 
Nevada, Miller, 
Cubco, Salomon. 
Just to name a few at 
EVERYTHING THAT'S FUN 
420 EDDY STREET 
PHONE 273-3030 
ITHACA, N. Y. 
Ilinkelman represented Ithaca 
Coll<'gc at the annual conference 
of the Middle Atlantic A,socia-
tion of Colleg<'s of Business Ad-
min1stral10n, held al Adelphi 
Cniversity. 
The theme of the conference 
was "Educational Implical10ns of 
Organizational Behavior" which 
concerned itself with how certain 
theories can be applied to 
educational in,titutions. Dr. 
Hinkelman considers these con-
fc•rences very valuable for it 
gives him an "opportunity to 
meet others In my field and to 
compare problems and solu-
tiom." Ile also said that one of 
the most interesting facts he 
learned was that according to 
Robert Allen, Executive Secre-
tary of the Examining Board for 
Certifwd Public Accountants, "by 
1975 accounting education will 
require five years instead of the 
present four." 
Os The !?1U1b 
Makong Molnley? 
by Elyse Jonas 
The Pub, which is located be-
tween the East and West Towers 
is one of the favorite hangouts 
for the students of Ithaca Col-
lege, plus an occasional brave 
student from Cornell. People go 
to the Pub to drink beer, relax 
and meet people. On Saturdays 
and Sundays, students can listen 
to football and basketball games; 
•at other times, the music of 
WICB can be heard. 
Beer is sold by student em-
ployees to those 18 and over. 
The Liquor Commission, those 
guys you've probably all seen 
wearing suits and tags, help stop 
the selling of beer to minors. 
They also keep order, and act as 
bouncers. So far this year, their 
activity has been slight (no one's 
been bounced). The Liquor Com-
mission under the auspices of 
Dean Brown consists of boys who 
applied for the job, and of course 
are paid for their work. 
The head of the Pub is Mr. 
Hodgeskins. Under him, is a su-
pervisor, Earl C. Smith, better 
known as Smitty. Both try to 
keep the Pub running efficient-
ly and safely. 
Wanting to know whether the 
Pub was making a profit and 
where this money was going, a 
call was made to the comptroller. 
According to Mr. Berry, this in-
formation has not been released. 
The Board of Trustees is decid-
ing and will soon give a state-
ment concerning what informa-
tion will and what will not be re-
leased to the general public 
(mainly the students and their 
parents). 
On special occasions, live bands 
have performed in the Pub. Last 
spring weekend for example, the 
Soul Company played. Asking 
whether this couldn't become a 
more common occurrence, pos-
sibly even every weekend, 
Mr. Hodgeskin explained, "We 
would need a cabaret license. Be-
cause of this, I don't foresee this 
as a possibility mainly because 
it might be very hard to get." 
The Pub which is open from 
7-11 on weekdays and Sunday, 
and on Saturday from 1 - 1 has 
even· had a few celebrities visit-
ing it. One such visitor was Car-
Basilio, the fighter. 
OTHACA 
SIERVICENTIER 
Official Inspection Station 
<> 
Complete Car Serrvice 
!Pick Up and Delivery 
<> 
PHONE 273 - 3261 
335 E. State St. 
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Greek Columns Sigma Alpha Nu by Bill Lawton 
cants for the "Search Committee 
for the New President." 
Sigma Alpha Nu started off the 
intramural basketball season 
with a big win over Phi E.K. by 
a 46-37 margin. Tom Capra11> was 
high scorer with 19 points. It's 
going to be a good season for 
the blue jackets. 
CLOVER CLUB 
Theta Alpha Phi 
by Alice Cohen 
On November 9th at Kulp Au-
ditorium in Ithaca the fraternity 
presented its children's show Tho 
Wizard of Oz. Two performances 
were played to full houses at the 
high school, and all who partici-
pated found the experience very 
rewarding. 
Pledging is in full swing. The 
Halloween trick or treat project 
consisted of pledges collecting 
for UNICEF in costumes of their 
own choosing. Unfortunately for 
the unsuspecting pledge mistress, 
the treat turned into a trick in 
the form of kidnapping. How-
ever, the ultimate penalty was 
being forced to down a treat at 
McDonald's. If anyone was up to 
see the sun rise about five forty-
five last Tuesday morning, they 
would have spied the fraternity 
pledges running around the foot-
ball field with great vigor, egged 
on by sympathetic big brothers 
and sisters. No one can say that 
drama majors lack physical :fit-
ness! 
Some plans in the offing are a 
dinner theatre offering for Spring 
Weekend, another TAP show, and 
an early winter picnic. No season 
is off.season when it comes to 
fraternity functions. 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
The mixer last week with Del-
ta Phi zeta was very successful 
and all the brothers had a very 
good time. The dance step-off 
was won by Vince Chicarelli but 
Gary Meierdiercks, with his brok-
en leg, made a fine effort 
to win. One of the evening's high-
lights was the invasion by the 
"moonman." We hope another af-
fair can be held sometime in 
the near future. 
Phi E.K. has entered two teams 
in the intramural basketball 
league. Both the "A" and "B" 
teams are currently sporting 1 
win and l loss records. The com-
petition is especially tough this 
year. 
Congratulations to brother 
Greg Albano who is co-captain 
of the varsity basketball team 
along with Ed Kowalski. We wish 
the team luck and · hope 
the student body will come out 
and support the team in a big 
way. Other brothers on the team 
are Steve Burr and Keith Shields. 
Several brothers attended parts 
of Cornell's Fall Weekend and 
had many memorable experiences 
to report to the bro~herhood. 
We'll drink to that. HELLO 
WORLD. 
Pi Lambda Chi 
by Brewster Ely 
Pledging is now nearing Hell 
Week and Pi Lam's eight pledges 
have proven themselves highly 
spirited as brothers Mentz and 
Gallagher will agree to. Although 
successful at inundating last 
week's fraternity meeting, one 
warning pledges, Hell Week is 
the last laugh and it's reserved 
for the brotherhood! 
Brother and Captain of the 
football team, ,Jim Ryan, after 
making a surpr_lse appearance at 
Leo's, is now making a quick re-
covery from his recent operation 
at Tompkins County Hospital. I 
guess you can't keep a good man 
down! 
Last week-end marked Pi Lam's 
first inter-fraternity party with 
Cornell University. The men 
from the other hill were very 
hospitable but proved their taste 
in women was not up to par with 
Pi Lam's. The return of alumni 
brothers Dave Stewart, Bob Por-
etti and Al Yates added to the 
festivities. 
Congratulations to Pete Gil-
patrick and Claire Patterson and 
to Ron Chasen and Judy Williams 
on theil" recent pinnings. Best 
wishes from the entire Brother-
hood. 
Delta Phi Zeta 
by Cheri Kroft 
There has been plenty of activ-
ity here at Delta Phi during the 
past two weeks. On Sunday, No-
vember 10, we were honored to 
have Mr. Jules Burgevin as the 
guest at our weekly coffee hour. 
Mr. Burgevin spoke on morality 
and society, and we are grateful 
to him for the stimulating dis-
cussion which followed. 
November 13 was the date of 
our fashion show with the Bulls 
Eye which was held in the Ter-
race Cafeteria. The sisters who 
modeled did a great job, and 
special thanks go to our male 
models, Gary Carney, Stu Ches-
law, and Mike Heller. The show 
was a success and we were all 
well entertained! 
On November· 14 we held a 
mixer with the brothers of Phi 
E.K., complete with band and 
beer. Everyone had a tremendous 
time, and several new friendships 
developed between various sisters 
and brothers. In short, "a good 
time was had by all." 
During the past two weeks our 
pledges have been busy-we have 
had pledge exchanges with Delta 
~appa, Phi E.K., and Pi Lam. 
Now that Thanksgiving is just 
Last night the pledges presented around the corner, the vacation 
their pledge skit to the sisters. is being looked forward to with 
This gave them a chance to let great pleasure and a sigh of re-
off steam and give the sisters a lief by the fraternity. 
little grief for a change. Just . Brother Russ Bickler has been 
remember, kids, Hell week still elected as Chairman of the Steer. 
lies ahead! We are looking for- ing Committee to revitalize IFC 
and also has been selected to be 
ward to several more events con. on the Library Committee which 
nected with pledging--especially . will re-evaluate and study the 
the pledge skit with D.K. and library and discuss plans for its 
our lodge party which follows future expansion. Brothers Joe 
Mariello and Bob Schandler havl! initiation on December 6. 
been appointed to ..the "Search" 
This Monday night the siSters ~uh-Committee which will be re-
of Delta Phi and Gamma Delta Pi viewing and interviewing appli-
Tomorrow night the Groton 
Rod and Gun Club will be trans-
formed into a night club "a la 
Sigma Alpha Nu" as the scene 
for a bunny party. Invited guests 
are Mr. Charles Meyn, Associate 
Dean of Students, and her hus-
band. It should be a very event-
ful evening so GET PSYCHED, 
BROTHERS ! ! ! ! ! ! 
Please turn to page 7 
will have a mixer with D.U. and 
Psi U at Cornell, and we're 
psyched! This gives us all an op-
portunity to meet more of those 
boys from the "other hill." 
MONDAY NITE 
2 
7-
3 
We Don'tMonkey Around 
When h Comes To SERVICE ! '! 
Plank Steak Specialties 
THURSDAY NiTE 
Authentic Greek Specialties 
1 
7 
8 
5 
Whitey Bennett and Jack Paveling are Sports Car 
Enthusiasts who drive and understand foreign HIGH 
PERFORMANCE cars and Sports Can1. 
THE.ONE Pl.ACE IN TOWN THAT OFFERS COMPLETE 
SERVICE AND PARTS DEPARTMENT FOR All FOREIGN 
CARS AND SPORTS CARS 
• 356 ELMIRA RD. 
DANCING 
every night 
• 
Exotic Oriental Dancers 
3 shows - 10, 11, 12 
Cl 
Sundays - Rock & Roll 
The College Spa 
216 E. State St. 
P.S. OUR PARTS & SALES DEPARTMENT IS OPEN Till 8:30 
P.M. TUES.-THURS.-FRI. 
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY TILL 5:00 P.M. 
1020 TRIPLAND TERRACE· 273-17 Ithaca N • • 
...... ,r.,....,_.ltC.-JntelfRt.lJ 
SUPER VALUE DAYS 
This Thur., Fri., Sat. 
Today's go-anywhere, 
do-anything Hush Puppies.® 
S" FLOORS OF BARGAINS 
.. 
Squire 
17.99 
Be fashionable and practical. Choosel 
from our men's boots for indoors and 
out. Water-repellent, many fleece-
lined and so comfortable. 
Hush lliPP.!~i · ® 
WILLIAMS SHOES 
·- ---- -, --~ .,. __ ., ...... 
CORNER ST ATE AND CAYUGA 
Register for free 12 lb. turkey-no purchase necessary. 
RED TAG COAT SALE 
WOO.l COATS 
Reg. $50. 00 
All wool-coats 
$38.99 
including the interlining. Single or 
double-breasted styles. Many colors, 
misses sizes. 
FUR TRIMMED COATS 
Reg. $90. 00 to $165. 00 20% Off 
Mink, Fox, Persian or Opossum 
trimmed collars ••• some with fur cuffs 
also. 90% wool, 10% nylon boucle fabric 
Many colors, sizes 6 to 20. 
-SUEDE COATS 
Reg. $75. 00 to $165. 00 
-1/4.off 
Untrimmed. or trimmed with Mink, Fox, 
or Opossum, Suzy Wong styling in 
3/4 length ••• 
Other styles- avai·lable ••• 8 to 18. 
LEATHER COATS 
Reg. $75. 00 to $155. 00 . i /3 Off 
Antique or black leather ••• some 
trimmed with ·Fox coll rr s· ars, cuns. • • 1zes 
10 to 16. 
Hazel .Knowles has put a red tag on all the special coats she 
is offering you during our Super Value- Days • .._. big values, 
low prices. 
savers I 
Look for the red tickets, they're real money 
COATS-SECOND FLOOR 
THE DERBY 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE 
•• 
Come with your 
dates and dance 
to a smooth band 
every Saturday night 
• 
Ithaca Shopping Plaza 
Elmira Rd. 272 • 9715 
11 a.m. • 1 a.m. 
DELICIOUS 
FOOD AT 
THE RIGHT 
PRICES 
Evening Supper 
Menu 
8 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
2 
0 
2 
D 
R 
y 
D 
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Delta Kappa 
by Brian Patterson 
Delta Kappa fraternity is proud 
to announce its annual Christ-
mas Ball. The brotherhood has 
set the date of December 7, 1968 
for this semi-formal affair to be 
held at the Terrace Dining Hall. 
The ball will begin at 9:30 p.m. 
featuring continuous live enter-
tainment throughout the evening. 
We welcome all students to join 
with us in th celebration of the 
advent of the new holiday sea-
son. Tickets will be available 
from any Delta Kappa brother or 
in the Student Union Lobby one 
week prior to the ball. 
Pi Theta Phi 
by Diane Gideon 
The Pi Theta PhisFalls In titute 
on Prosthetics held on November 
9th was a tremendous success, 
and we hope you enjoyed it as 
much as we did. We'd like to 
congratulate Sandy O'Hara, our 
chairman, for the great job she 
did in organizing the program. 
We'd also like to sincerely thank 
Mr. Grant for all of the work that 
he put into helping us with the 
institute. 
Our vice president and IFC 
representative Chuck Gray has 
been keeping us informed of the 
happenings at the Interfraternity 
Council meetings, and we're all 
looking forward to participating 
in events which will strengthen 
the fraternal bond at Ithaca Col-
lege. The proposed all Greek 
weekend sounds great. 
Have a great Thanksgiving va-
cation, and don't eat too much 
of that good home cooking. 
Tau Alpha Mu 
by Josh 
Att~ntion all Salami, Bologna 
and Pastrami Customers: Your 
orders must be picked up with-
in 3 weeks of their order, prefer-
ably between the hours of 12 and 
-5 on Fridays. Please bring your 
receipts. Tau Alpha Mu will be 
taking orders once again at a 
table in the Union immediately 
after Thanksgiving vacation. 
Start saving your pennies now 
and Think Salami ! ! ! 
Delta Kappa will hold its an-
nual mixer with the sisters of 
Gamma Delta Pi at our lodge 
in Danby on Saturday, November 
23. The brothers are looking for-
ward to this opportunity to en-
joy an afternoon of mixing with 
the sisters. Immediately follow-
ing the mixer the annual presen-
tation of the Larrold Price Gam-
ma Delta Pi mixed award will 
take place. 
Some of our sisters have been 
working at the Auburn Commun. 
ity Center and have found it a 
most worthwhile and rewarding 
way to serve the community of 
Plans are now underway for Ithaca. 
our annual welcome back dance • 
after Christmas vacalion. 
Following the mixer that 
night, Delta Kappa will hold a 
roaring _20's party and this will 
be our last party of the first se-
mester. 
As most students know, the di-
rectories are out. Directories 
were distributed last week in 
the Student Union Lobby. Those 
students -who did not pick up 
their directory may do so at the 
Delta Kappa House, Terrace 7A. 
The annual Delta Kappa pledge 
Qanquet will be · held December 
7, 1968. The speaker will be Con-
gressman Sam Stratton from the 
35th Congressional District of 
New York. 
Our fall pledge class members 
are beginning to shape up. They 
are .Sue Gehring, Carol Heise, 
Holly Johnson, Julie Mitchel!, 
and Cindy Osroff. Last Friday we 
went for a little early morning 
jog to Buttermilk Falls with our 
pledges. The members had a 
great time. How about the 
pledges? 
-~~~J, 
Pastry Shop 
THEY HAVEN'T 
INVENTED A 
CLEANING JOB 
TOO BIG FOR 
g~J~!k.~~fs 
l02ADAMS STREET! 
CONSUMER 
REPORTS 
have anything to 
say to the student? 
You bet it does! 
See the currer;t issue 
for detailed reports on 
GUITARS• PORTABLE 
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS • 
RECORD CHANGERS • 
SCOTCHES 
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Tau Alpha Mu is adopting a 
family residing in the City of 
Ithaca through the Salvation 
Army this Christmas and urges 
other Greeks to do the same. 
Help make the Christmas Holiday 
a happy one for all! 
Congratulat10ns to Sisters Ri 
Phi Delta Pi 
by Beth Powell-Tuck 
Pledging 1s almost over and 
plans are being made for the 
post-pledging parties It has been 
,uggested that we have a formal 
banquet mstead of the normal 
and Jan on their new project. "grub" party. However, there is 
If you happen to be walking no definite deciswn yet. 
by our house, wave to the green The pledges are making posters 
monster sitting in the window of for the Ithaca YMCA's centennial 
the second floor lounge, year celebration They will also 
Joshua the Giraffe thanks Phi help decorate for the banquet to 
Epsilon Kappa for their good (?J be held on November 23rd at the 
intentions. YMCA. It 1s open to the public so 
Russ-the Pygmies will follow everyone 1s welcome. 
you all the days of your life. Please turn to page 8 
MACKINAWS 
SURPLUS U.S. ARMY BROWN 
Olive Drab (Dark Green) 
Similar to Navy Peacoat 
$7.00 
Supply Limited 
. ·, 
* New Commercial Jacket in stock 
* Surplus Parachutes in stock 
GUN & TACKILfE CENTER 
504 W. State 
Across from Barnett's Sunoco 
FABULOUS 
FISHERMAN KNOT 
Sweaters 
o Turtle or Crew Neck 
o Pure Knit Worsted 
Wool 
o Colors Galore 
109$ Thurs., Fri. Sat. Only 
272-9577 °' 
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GREEKS (continued) 
Several of the sisters also par-
ticipated in an overnight spon-
sored by the YMCA last week-
end. The overnight was held at 
the Groton Rod and Gun Club 
Lodge. 
"Finger Lakes," (a Field Hock-
ey club) is over and we are 
pleased to announce that all the 
;sisters pqrtil"iiating in "Finger 
,Lakes" made the first two teams. 
Chris Holden and Lynne Tyler 
made the first team and Penny 
Curtis, Carol Smith, and Ginny 
Willetts made the second team. 
Two of our sisters, Barb Olson 
and Marie Franck who are stu-
dent teaching came back for a 
visit last weekend and really tore 
the place apart! The pledges 
were pleased to see their pledge 
mistress again! 
We would also like to extend 
our best wishes to our sister, Sue 
Paragone, on her recent engage-
ment to Stewart (Skeet) Allen. 
Skeet graduated from Ithaca last 
year and is a brother of Phi Ep-
silon Kappa. A summer wedding 
is planned. 
Mu Phi Epsilon 
by Judy Pauloy 
The sisterhood of Mu Phi Ep-
silon has extended its project 
in music therapy to helping the 
children and adults at the Recon-
struction Home in downtown Ith-
aca. Several sisters visit the Re-
construction Home twice a week 
and work with the patients, 
grouped according to their physi-
cal and mental abilities. Some 
groups of patients demanded en-
tertainment only; however, some 
of the sisters are experimenting 
with more difficult aspects of mu-
sic therapy with the remaining 
groups. Along with this project, 
Mu Phi is continuing its pro-
grams at Willard State Hospital 
with the older mentally retarded 
patients. 
Last Sunday afternoon Mu Phi 
initiated Mr. and Mrs. Robert 
Schmidt, Dr. and Mrs. Calvin 
Weber, Mr. and Mrs. Car.ol Husa 
and Mr. Gutekunst into the sor-
ority as patrons. A short program 
was presented after the cere-
mony, followed by an enjoyable 
reception. Mu Phi extends its 
warmest welcome to these won-
derful people. 
Our Fall Recitial is underway 
and full of surprises. Our wo-
men's chorus- will perform three 
Brahms pieces for chorus, two 
French horns and harp. Two pi-
ano duets are also on the pro-
gram along with a Beethoven 
Sextet for strings and horn. We 
hope you will all attend. The date 
is set for November 25. See you 
there! 
Gamma Delta Pi 
The sixth pledge class has been 
keeping us pretty busy. Outside 
of raids on other Greeks 
(how they ever carried the Pi 
Lam paddle I'll never know), they 
have kidnapped a couple of sis-
ters, isn't that right Chris and 
Andi? 
Plans are going smoothly for 
our Sorority Weekend which is 
the first weekend in December. 
We'll be having a lodge party 
Friday night at Groton Lodge. 
Saturday night .there will be a 
cocktail party in our chapter 
room followed by a dinner party 
at Sylvan Hills. This is a very 
special weekend for Gamma Delt 
and we're happy that some of 
our alumnae sisters and senior 
PT's will be here with us. 
Right now we are psyched for 
the mixer with DK tomorrow af_ 
ternoon at their lodge. We're 
looking forward to mixing with 
Delta Phi Zeta and two Cornell 
fraternities on Monday night. 
Service Chairman, Fran Green-
berg, has our activities planned 
for the next few weeks. We will 
be preparing food baskets for 
both Thanksgiving and Christ-
mas. Gamma Delt will also be 
selling programs for the winter 
sports events throughout the sea-
son. This money will be deposit 
ed in the Susan Spitz Memorial 
Fund and we appreciate your 
support. 
Last, but not least, have a 
good Thanksgiving vacation. Sec 
you next Monday. 
Goals of SDS 
Are Many 
By Linda Garrett 
able to use school facilities 
when _needed. 
Students interested in SOS 
have been meeting weekly at 
which times they have joined one 
or more of the organization's five 
committees. These committees in-
clude Ithaca College, City of Ith-
aca, National, Educational and 
Research Affairs. At the' next 
meeting one or two chairmen 
will be elected to head each com-
mittee. It is proposed that these 
ASIATIC GARDEN 
Chinese-American Food 
114 W. State St. 
272 -7350 
CARRY OUT, ALSO 
Sho:ir1le:ir ILnrrn.es 
IEvidenit 
by Maureen Blanchfield 
prevent the broken toes and 
elbows. 
On the more practical side, 
however, this pre-registration 
method is in anticipation towards 
full computer programming of a 
student's schedule. The Arts and 
Science department has the con-
trol card of each student in that 
school and matches the courses 
indicated on the sheet to the 
cards. If a desired section of a 
course is closed, the A. and S. 
people will fit in a section that 
is open to the schedule the stu-
dent made out. If no section is 
available, the department will 
notify the student and have him 
pick another course. 
The goal of the SDS organi-
zation on the Ithaca College cam-
pus as stated by Peter Orville is 
"to make I.C. relevant to the 
needs of society. Whereas most 
schools are now channeling their 
students into the industrial and 
military complexes, SDS hopes to 
increase and emphasize personal 
awareness." Presently awaiting 
campus recognition from the Stu-
dent Congress, SDS hopes to ·be 
a registered campus organization 
chairmen will form a steering -------------.I'll! 
committee and will meet before .------------~ 
the meeti~g of the entire group 
to decide each week's agenda. 
They will then alternately pre-
side at the meetings. Five mem-
bers of Ithaca's SOS have become 
members of the national organi-
zation. 
Though it is not certain 
whether this approach will be 
continued in the future, it was 
initiated primarily to save the 
students time and to give them 
a better chance of obtaining the 
courses they desire. Computer 
cards can't be lost, classes didn't 
have to be cut to be first in line 
and ill tempers were avoided. 
ALLES MARKET 
SYNTHIA ALLES, Prop. 
T 14 N. Cayuga St. 
273-3140 Ithaca,· N.Y. 
In the future, SDS plans to dis-
cuss campus curfews, class cufs, 
and other regulatory systems im-
posed on I.C. students. The hous-
ing problem for low income 
families in Ithaca, the grape pick-
PATTERSON'S 
15!l 
WASHING AND 
GREASING 
• 
Cor. Buffalo and Aurora 
There may have been the long 
lines for preregistration the past 
couple of weeks, but there wasn't 
the usual pushing and yelling. 
A new method of preregistration 
was attempted this semester to 
Obviously, the Arts and Sci-
ence department has a great deal 
of paper work but the end result 
should be more satisfactory than 
the old method of pre-registra-
tion. Hopefully, classes will be 
better distributed and a student 
will have a better chance of get-
ting the course he needs, even 
though the section may not be of 
his choice. The advantages or 
disadvantages of this system will 
be seen in January, but the elim-
ination of heckling and standing 
in line for hours makes the 
change in pre-registration seem 
worthwhile. 
For the Only Complete 
Grocery & Meat Market in 
Downtown Ithaca 
ers' strike, the war in Vietnam --------------til 
and the draft system, as well a~ 
at 
president-elect Nixon's future 
ideas will be a few of the group's 
concerns. 
SK 0 
YOU'LL LOVE IT ! 
!FRATERNITY JEWELRY 
by L. G. BALFOUR CO. 
Ithaca College Class Rings SHOP SANDERS 
You'll be glad you did ! 
Ray Robinson - Rothschild's ·Dept. Store 
First Floor 
Located on Rte. 13 in Cortland; 
Open daily 10 to 9 and Sat. 9-6 
SPORTSWEAR-FAVORS MUGS-TROPHIES 
Phone 272-5959 
shop hiday mites 1 til nine_ 
PARAJAYS PRl:SENTS 
a pre-Christmas _ 
winter coat: spect:c1_cular 
made to 
soil for 
$60.00 s49 
Through a spacial. arrangoment with our New Yark buying 
houllBs, we're able to offer you a vory particular sho~ing of .,-
classic wintor coats at savings, Tho samo excellent quality •· ·· 
fashion-first styling and gorgoous tailoring you've alway~ ~~ 
found at Parajays. Rovel in the rich woals ·and textured wool ---. 
blonds, look carefully at tho detailing that means 10 much 
· • • try on tho new side closings, tho drlndl waists tho· 
bravado double-breasted looks. Junior slzos, choose 'your 
now and save! 
Put it on a I.EW-1-GIFT ACCOUNT. 
You won't bo billed until January 
. • • tolco 3 months to pay with NO 
interest chorgo/ 
... for particular women 
146 East Stole Street 
Ithaca, New York 
Aurora Jnn 
~
Since 1833 
Awo:a-on-Caylip lAke 
Home.al 
Wei& Colkt,e 
IIOOICI e l"OOD e LOUNQK 
SWlday 11-10. l:l:31>-:-3:30. 5:30-8 
•••kdan 1-10..12-2. 6-1 
a15.aw;.uo1 
owned b7.Wela Collep 
lhe 
snort boot 
lilh 
BO ... 
WORLt1S LARGEST BOOTMAICE.R @ 
J· 
Light and lively styling makes Dingo the 
number-one fun boot. Dingo has what i 
lakes lo complement your sports attire, -j 
too-like luxurious grained, smooth o , 
Ruff-out leattiers in popular casual colors. · 
Kick up your heels in Dingo sport boots ... 
by Acme, or course! 
FONTANA'S 
Shoe Sales & Builders 
401 Eddy Street 
The ~~ COUNTRY The , INN Route 96-B 
Danby, N.Y. Specializing in 
·DTALIAN FOOD 
5 Minutes from Campus Spaghetti, Ravioli, 
WELCOME STUDENTS Lasagna 
FEATURING 
Legal Beverages Scaloppini and 
Good Food White Wine 
Take Route 13 
Cor. Third & Madison 
[) & IR 
lLoquoll" Sioli"e 
211 Hancock St. 
0 liquors 
0 Wines 
0 Cordials 
OPPOSITE A&P 
SUPERMARKET 
!FREE DELIVERY 
272-2236 
THIE CHAIPTIER 
HOUSIE 
Special Weekday 
B'ates for D.C. 
Students with 
D .D. caB'ds. 
See Joe 
Meals Served 5 p.m.-1 a.m. 
400 Stewart Ave. 
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JP'§ych<(Dl([])gn§it§~ Vn<eW§ 
o rm CC<r:D liliceg <e IIDiff fce1r ~ 
A ~m§it Y <r:D1Ulitllii JFllnm1g 
01r Ma it un 1r<e 1r 1Ul TI:°n].11 ((]) nli? 
Yellow Springs, Ohio (I.P )-
Are the college years a last 
fling at adolescence, a period of 
"childlike freedom from respon-
sibility" that comes with es-
cape from parental supervision? 
Or are they rather a first fling 
at behavioral determination, a 
pcrwd of experimentation with 
new values, new life styles'' 
Fold along the dotted lines 
and find out what's the 
one beer to have when you're 
having more than onem 
Dr. Edward S Bordin, of the 
Bureau of Psychological Services 
at the University of Michigan, 
holds the first view. while the 
second is advanced by Dr. W1l-
Iiam L. Kirtner, recently resigned 
college counselor at Carleton Col-
lege. Both agree, however, that 
the turmoil on college campuses 
is as much a reflection of tur-
moil within the individual stu-
dents as they cut their ties with 
childhood and seek new identities 
as adults, as it is a reflection of 
the turmoil of the outer world 
they are preparing to enter. 
Concern for Stress 
This was one of the exchanges 
at a conference for college coun-
selors and others held at Albion 
College last fall. Part of the prob-
lem the participants faced was 
identifying the sources and 
causes of the great emotional and 
social stresses facing college 
youth today and the psychologi-
cal factors of their response. 
(Hint: Its the best-selling beer in the Easta) 
Sch.'.lolor Bruwoncs, Now York ond Alb.:iny, N Y, Bol11rnoro, Md 
Resource Problems 
Their other concern was the 
ways the resources of the college 
--counselors, teachers, adminis-
trators-can best be used to help 
students toward maturity and to 
guide their responses to the pres-
sures they feel toward personal 
growth instead of destruction. 
The liberal arts colleges, be-
ing smaller and more flexible 
than the larger universitits, can 
often respond to these problems 
in different and pioneering ways, 
Experiments with the curricu-
lum, with vocational and educa-
tional guidance, with community 
organization and housing arrange-
mets, as well as the customary 
counseling procedures with indi-
vidual students, can contril;>ute 
to a campus climate for healthy 
student growth. But the smaller 
campuses are also frequently be-
set with problems of limited fin-
ancial and personnel resources,. 
as well as philosophical differ-
ences about what role the college 
should play in students' personal 
lives. 
Heston and Frick 
It was to discuss these areas of 
concern that Dr. Joseph C. Hes-
ton and Willard B. Frick of the 
Albion College Bureau of Insti-
tutional Research and Counseling 
convened the Albion Symposium, 
with aid from the Danforth Foun-
dation, and invited to its coun-
selors, teachers, chaplains, deans, 
and administration officers from 
a variety of liberal arts colleges. 
Addresses of the principal 
speakers at the meeting, as well 
as summaries of the discussions 
which followed are reprinted in 
"Counseling for The Liberal Arts 
Campus: The Albion Symposium" 
(Anthioc Press). Panel presenta-
tions were made by representa-
tives of the smaller campuses on 
the topics "Educational-Vocation-
al Guidance" and '"Innovations 
and New Directions in Counscl-
ig." These are also published in 
the book, as are the summaries 
of the group discussions. 
DIEA.IOlU NIE ! ! ! 
Next issue of The Ithacan 
DEC. 2 
Publication date Dec. 6 
This will be the last issue 
of the Semester. 
Greeks will be included. 
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HoMJ To Support 
A Woll111l<Wn 
by Cliff G, Olsen 
Engineering students have un-
dertaken design and construction 
of bras this past week in an ef-
fort to win up to $500 for a satis-
factory working model or plan. 
How to physically support a 
woman may be one of the most 
puzzling problems of their ca-
reer. 
The first annual Brassiere En-
gineering Contest is being spon-
sored by the Lovable Co., bra 
manufacturer for over 40 years. 
The Lovable people are per-
haps tired of designers "playing 
the role" of engineers in their 
designs and want the engineers 
to now "play the role" of design. 
er. 
IIF YOU ARIE HAVING 
an EYE EXAMINATION 
THIS THANKSGIVING VACATION 
Bring your eye physician's prescription to Ithaca Ca-
yuga Optical Service when you return to schoo), You 
will find it more convenient to have your glasses 
made and serviced here in Ithaca where you spend 
most of your time and need service most. 
Absolute Accuracy Assured Widest Selection of Frames 
Experience and Understanding for Comfort, Style and 
Functional Efficiency 
Ithaca Cayuga Optical Service 
Conveniently located at 134 E. State St. 
Ithaca, New York 273-4231 
AT YOUR SERVICE 
~8UMANTHD 
Requirements 
Functional requirements should 
be the designer's first concern. 
This means the fulfillment_ of 
support, re-distribution, re-align-
ment and enhancement while stilt 
giving freedom of movement to 
the wearer. 
Demands of fashion arc as im-
portant as being original. The 
support system, adjustments, 
closure and cup functions must 
also be taken into consideration. 
Junior and Senior students 
taking Engineering Science, 
Physics, and General Engineer-
ing may examine contest rules 
in Dean Thatcher's office. 
Dean Thatcher was called by 
the Lovable Co. in February. 
When he was told of the plan, he 
approved it. Instruction kits, con. 
taining a 'how-to_'. booklet, p,jc-
tures of established bra designs 
and entry blanks, were sent. 
Prerequisites 
Important facts related to the 
problem must be first; some of 
these are mentioned in the ·book-
let. "Force distribution will be 
a function of bust weight as well 
as body position and state of mo-
tion. Pressure upon bra struc-
tures may be forward, downward, 
upward or sideways." Included Winners will be announced by 
must be an engineering discus- December 15th. 
sion of the entry's features; cal- Judging 
Padwa-To 
Present Chem 
Research Seminar 
culations as simple as a slide rule There will be four judges. Two 
or as a complex digital computer will represent the non-engincer-
may be used. · ing aspects of bra design with 
Assumptions made with respect functional and structural merits On Tuesday, December 3, Dr 
to nature of load, weight, pres- of each. Two will make decisions Albert Padwa of the State' Un· 
sure and force distribution and based primarily upon sound en- versity of New York at BllffaJ, 
"to material properties whether gineering practice. will present a chemistry seinin 
of the bust or of the bra com- While the Pratt Library is on some of his recent resear · 
ponents" are to be added. jammed with all sorts of goodies in photochemistry. Dr. Padwa 
With tI:ie scale drawing or mod- and resource material, it may ceived his B.A., M.A., and Ph.D 
cl, a brief, clear statement of fail to supply all the much-need- from Columbia University, a 
what the design hopes to accom- ed information. Many hours of he has done post-doctoral wo 
plish and why the design repre- study and private research may_ at the University of Wisconsil: 
sents innovation must be submit- !provide answers. Consideration He is an organic chemist, an 
ted. of operating conditions may be has special interests in mecha 
Prizes supplied by helpful girls. is!ic photo~hemistry, hetcrocy 
From one to three persons in Entries are to be sent to: cbs small ring compounds, m 
a group can compete for 1st "Competition," the Lovable Com- lecular rearrangements and fr 
prize of $500, 2nd of $350, and pany, 200 Madison Ave., New radical reactions. Dr. Berginar 
3rd of $150. Each prize will be York, New York. of the Ithaca College Chemist 
matched and awarded to the ____ Department; has done post-doc 
h I I dd·t· f' H toral work with Dr. Padwa, an sc oo . n a 1 10n, 1ve onor- BUNDY REPORT (Cont.) bl M t· d ·n b · the results of their investigatio 
a e en ion awar s wi e giv- fiscal situation the state faces. have been published in "the .Tour 
enEach participant will receive Commissioner Allen has stressed nal of the American Chemic· 
an appropriately inscribed Cer- the fact that the department must Society" and in "Tetrahedra 
tificate of Design Excellence be in the strongest possible posi-· Letters." 
suitable for framing. · tion to support before the legis- The seminar, open to the pu 
The competition closes on Oc- lature at its next session and in lie, will be held at 4:30 p.m. ·, 
tober 31st with judging in New continuing sessions the need for S-111. Coffee will be availabl the appropriations." ·at 4:15. York City during November. ;------------
Tompkins 
Photography 
Applications and Passports 
Quick Service 
134 E. State St. 
272-3000 
To Keep Your Spirits Up 
PHONE 272 - 2111 
H & H Liquor & Wines 
218 E. State St. 
Ithaca, N. Y. 
Your Closest Liquor 
Store to Campus 
00th "ablr.s Jnn 
''Where Hungry and Tlairaty 
Democrat• a.nd Republicans 
Are Always Welcome., 
~
OPEN EYEIY DAY 
AU l'EAI AIOUND 
luncheon • CMl<tall1 • Dinner 
11 :30 a m. ,. Midnight 
Elmira 1-d, Ithaca, N.l'. 
Only S Minutes from Dewnt.wn 
Coll 272-6414 
---
NEW YORK CITY - PORT AUTHORITY 
Leaving Ithaca: 
TAKE HOME A SWEATER FOR 
THANKSGIVING! 
Open Daily 
9:00 · 5:00 
Fri. 9:00 • 9:00 
Downstairs 
Cosentini's 
130 E. State St. 
Then come back and do your Christmas shopping for 
the whole family. 
BARGAINS GALORE IN All SIZES AND SHAPES. 
SO YOU'Re T~l<iNCa OFF 
FOR TM~Nl($CJiViN'1 
vaeaTiON ... 
P£RHAP~ W£ CAN Hll.P! 
SPECIAL THRU SERVICE by GREYHOUND 
Monday, November 25 
. -8:45 A.M. - 12:35 P.M . • 3.05 P.M. 
6.05 P.M. • 12:25 A.M. 
Tuesday, November--26 
Wednesday, November 27 
-8:45 A.M. • 12:30 P.M. - 2:00 P.M.· 
3:00 P.M. - 6:05 P.M. - 11:45 P.M. 
-8:45 P.M. • 12:30 P.M. - 1:30 P.M. 
3:00 P.M. - 6:0s-P.M. 
JAMAICA l.1.- R.R. STATION , 
Tuesday, November 26 
Wednesday, November 27 
--3:00 P.M. • 5:30 P.M. 
-1:30 P.M. 
For !!Chedules to Syracuse, Schenectady, Albany, Boston, Scranton, Phila-
delphia, Rochester-Buffalo - Call your agent. 
$10.25-0NE WAY 
$14.95 - ROUND TRIP 
GO ~REYHO~ND 
_,and Ie;:ive I.he driving to us · 
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ELECTION (Cont.) 
college is outdated and should be 
emoved as a part of our demo-
ratic system of government." 
However, not everyone felt 
that Nixon was a bad choice. Gail 
emke, a Biology major, said, "I 
Jiink the outcome of this elec· 
ion was very good. It's about 
ime Nixon became president. 
his time he didn't have to run 
gainst money. I believe the war 
n Vietnam will end much sooner 
ith him in power." 
summing up the feelings of the 
ajority of students was one 
tatement made by a Physical Ed-
cation major saying, ''This elec-
ion stinks!" 
Your Plumber or 
Heating Dealer 
For Courteous and 
Dependable Service 
Kitchen Aid 
HULL HEATING & 
PLUMBING IMC. 
804 W. Seneca St. 
272 - 3550 Ithaca, N.Y. 
CONCERT REVIEW 
by Jeff Engel 
Jacqueline Du Pre, the renowned young cellist, will be 
heard tonight in a ~ecital at Ford Hall, with her accompanist, 
Lam~r Crow.son. Miss _Du Pre, has emerged very quickly on to 
the mtemat10nal music scene. Born in Surrey, England, she 
began to study cello with her mother at the age of five. She 
made her debut at the age of seven, performing a transcription 
of a Schubert Momment Musicale at a school concert. At the 
age of eleven she entered in a competition, along with other stu-
dents as old as twenty-one. She won the first Suggia Interna-
tional Award here, which gave her five years of free lessons 
in London and abroad. At the age of sixteen at London's Wig-
more Hall, she gave her first solo _recital. In the spring of 1966, 
she made her New York debut, playing Sir Edward Elgar's cello 
concerto, with the B.B.C. Symphony under the direction of 
Anatol Dorati. From January to May of 1966, she studied with 
Mstislaw Rostropovich at the Moscow Conservatory. In 1%7, 
Miss Du Pre married Daniel Barenboim, the well-known young 
Israeli pianist and conductor. Mr. Barenboim is now the con-
ductor of the English Chamber Orchestra, and often the hus-
band and wife tour together with this fine ensemble ( they pre-
sented a concert series last summer at Philharmonic Hall in 
New York). 
It is interesting. to note that Miss Du Pre owns two fine 
instruments, but that they were received under unusual cir-
cumstances. An anonymous donor, overwhelmed by her playing 
after her London debut recital, presented her with a 1673 
Stradivarius cello. Then another anonymous donor presented 
her with the 1712 Davidoff Stradivarius, worth $90,000. Pre-
viously, Miss Du Pre had owned a seven-eigths Guarnerius and 
a 1696 Tochler. 
I HAPPY TURKEYfff 
--
Mufflers - Tune-ups - Tires 
Road Service WEEKLY RIDDLE FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY 
VISA .(:ards Honored 
540 W. State (Cor. Meadow) 272-4948 
Why did the dog tum 
around 3 times? 
Ans: (Turn page upside 
down) 
"iS o.10.1nv "N L.tS 
.A.113::>0119 S,!18810::> 
a.1nsoa1d 6u!Poa.a .1noA .10:1 
"Jayiouo saAJas 
-ap urni poo6 auo asno:>ag 
by Lorin Welgard 
ITHACA-"The Young Runaways" 
STRAND-"You Are What You Eat" 
ST ATE-"The Big Gun down" 
CINEMA-"The Heart is a Lonely Hunter" 
TEMPLE-"The Swimmer" ( see below) 
Today there are many good motion pictures that comment 
on the stagnant American society, but none of them have been 
so brilliantly conceived as "The Swimmer," an absorbing avant-
gard deploration of the "beautiful people." It seems that among 
this party-throwing, martini drinking society of strangers 
there's Ned, an individual who still believes in his dreams of 
childhood. Now he suddenly realizes that his life has changed 
overnight. His friends no longer do the same wickedly wild 
thing with him. They have joined the rank of the faceless 
utopians existing in upper class suburbia. In order to find 
some communion with the past, Ned sets out to swim for his 
home across the hills and meadows, stopping in for a dip at 
all the swimming pools along the way. It is a bitter touch of 
irony that hi~ whole illusion of life is unveiled piece by piece in 
the many swimming pools of his friends, former lovers, and mild 
acquaintances. 
Burt Lancaster as the swimmer possesses a quiet under-
standing of his allegorical role and a command over the indi-
vidual person he portrays. He's had experience playing the 
man who is eternally free because of his dream in "The Rain-
maker," but certainly the maturing of the actor and the new 
trappings of the role do much more than its predecessor. 
Whether you believe in dreams or not, "The Swimmer" 
cannot be ignored. It is an endearing attempt to portray the 
strange things that growing up does to loving, bright-eyed 
kids, and the false values upon which they base their lives 
when they become absorbed into the sponge of an apathetic 
society. The razor sharp cutting of the plastic people is not a 
vicious dominating, but prefers to do its work slowly and dis-
creetly through the subtle powers of simple observation. It is 
powerful throughout, beautifully poetic in its vivid images, and 
I rank it among the best films of this year. 
DONUTS HAVE HOLES! 
and 
for 
Contemporary and 
Early American 
Playtex·invents the first-day tampon"' 
(We took-the inside out 
to show you how different it is.) 
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy). 
Inside: it's so extra absorbent .•• it even protects on 
your first day. Your worst day! 
In e'Very lab test against the old cardboardy kind ••• 
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbenL 
Actually 4S % more absorbent on the average 
than the leading regular tampon. 
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you. 
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to pro~t every 
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap 
~~r::epasi? ''IJ Pi~~] 
: ~ tamponsw, 
,. . ~~~ ......... $'., ...... 
we have a whole line of fine donuts 
BOL TON 1S DONUT DINETTE 
CO-OP SHOPPING CENTER 
~ Hittle more exciting! 
Gifts in Iron 
visit 
THE IRON SHOP 
726 W. Green St. 
WRESTLING (Cont.) 
the season. Coach Broadwell feels 
very optimistic about his team, 
and this year could well be the 
year of the new image in Ithaca 
College wrestling. A tournament 
at R.I.T. on Dec. 6 and 7 will 
serve as an excellent prepara-
tion for the wrestlers, and will 
pave the way for their heavy 
seasonal load of twelve matches. 
Weight by weight a premature 
outlook on the team looks like 
this for '68-'69: 
123--Sophomore Bob Jones 
will take over the spot vacated 
by a transferred Rich Goodman, 
and should prove to be a more 
than adequate replacement. Last 
year Jones posted the best rec-
ord on the freshman team, 8-3, 
and can be highly counted on by 
the varsity. 
130-Senior Bob Auble has 
this weight wrapped up, and 
will be counted on very heavily 
by his team during the season. 
One of the best wrestlers on the 
team, Bob has never quite been 
able to produce a really great 
season which .tie is so capable 
of, due to injury or absence. 
However, this year promises to 
be Auble's best one, for he is 
fit and wrestling extremely well 
again. 
137-This weight leaves no 
question at all, Senior Captain 
Terry Habecker will again hum-
ble most of his opposition, which 
he did last year with a 10-2 rec~ 
ord. The best wrestler on the 
team, Habecker will undoubtedly 
bolster the team spirit and also 
will add plenty of team points 
with his fondness of pins. One of 
the most exciting wrestlers I.C. 
has ever had, Terry is one to 
watch for this promises to be his 
year. 
145-This is the questionable 
weight on the team this year with 
no less than five men vieing for 
the top spot. Seniors Bob Ellis 
and Bob DiGangi, junior Terry 
Moore, and sophs Larry Menn. 
ogle and Como Scaringe will all 
be battling it out. Whichever 
man attains it though, can be as-
sured of filling the weight more 
than adequately. 
152-Junior Tom Hochfelder 
proved to be Coach Broadwell's 
big surprise and most consistent 
wrestler last year, as his fine 
8-2 record indicates. Tom will 
again be at the same weight, but 
will receive some hard competi-
tion from junior Tony Scaringe, 
who handled the chores with 
Hochfelder last year. Both men 
can be counted on for many 
wins, and both are extremely 
good clutch wrestlers. 
160 - Junior Bill Meisner is 
most likely to repeat in this 
weight and can be counted to 
improve upon his .500 record of 
last year. Meisner, a tough, ag-
gressive wrestler, will also be 
up for some stiff competition with 
Sophomore Bob Scandurra pro-
viding the opposition. Last year 
Scandurra captained the fresh-
man team, and posted an 8-4 rec-
ord. 
167 - This is another weight 
where there is good depth. Jun~ 
iors Wes Kissel and Don Menges 
will be vieing for the spot, and 
whoever takes it should have a 
very successful season. Kissel 
wrestled varsity at this weight 
last year, while Menges is com-
ing back after being sidelined a 
year. He had an outstanding 
freshman year, and is potentially 
one of the best wrestlers on the 
team. 
177 - Junior Wayne Keebler 
came a long way last year, and 
can be counted on for another 
good job. Soph football star Tom 
Polimeni will also be there and 
should provide a stiff challenge 
to Keebler. 
Hvy-Junior transfer student 
Chuck Reynolds has the spot to 
himself, providing an injured 
football knee does not hamper 
him. Reynolds transferred from 
Cornin-g Community College, 
where he was undefeated in two 
years of junior college competi-
tion. He will be very counted 
on by the team. 
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Albano, Kowalski Namedl 
Basketball Co-Captains 
Center Greg Albano of Irving-1 two years, and has also led the 
ton, New Jersey and forward Ed team in scoring and rebounds 
Kowalski of Horseheads, New , both seasons. 
York have been elected Co-Cap-, In his sophomore year, Albano 
tains of the 1968-69 Ithaca Col- scored 307 points for a 13.3 aver-
legc Varsity Basketball Team. It age and hauled down 287 re-
was announced today by head ! bounds for a 13.8 mark. 
coach Hugh Hurst. \ The former Irvington High 
Albano, a 6-5, 200 pound senior, School star has an outstanding 
has been the starting center in I hook shot and can deliver it from 
every varsity game for the past I good distances. He has been 
-~--
r------~ I, 
I -
,,,.,-:;.' ITHACA 
~ Printing 
SERVICE 
"Right on time Since 1909" 
207 S. Tioga St. 
272-7200 
I 
I 
i BARNETT'S 
I 
STATE & CORN STS. 
Ithaca, N.Y. 272 • 9881 
named to the E.C.A.C. Weekly 
All-Star team three times in the 
past two years and has also been 
named to five All-Opponent 
teams in that period. 
Kowalski, another 6-5, 200 
pound senior, played freshman 
.ball at I.C. but concentrated on 
his studies as a sophomore and 
didnot play. Last year he made 
a fine comeback. He started every 
game and, along with Albano, 
helped Ithaca control the boards 
in 20 of 25 games. He was one 
of the key factors in the team's 
fine 17-8 record. 
Kowalski is a top rebounder, 
playmaker and defensive special-
ist, and he still managed to score 
eight points per game last year. 
"Both Greg and Eddie are 
leaders, fine ballplayers and they 
want to win," head coach Hugh 
Hurst stated. "They were out-
standing last year and give every 
indication they will have the 
same type of season this year. 
They were unanimous selections 
so I know the rest of the team 
FOOTBALL (Cont.) 
"I am proud of them and they 
can be proud of themselves. They 
are the finest group of young 
men I have ever been associat-
ed with. Three times this year, 
they were knocked down, and 
three times they· came back. The 
first time came when we lost our 
opening three games. Back they 
came to beat Susquehanna. Then 
they played their hearts out 
against a fine Wilkes team which 
was heavily favored, and just 
missed an upset. Despite the dis-
appointment, they came back the 
next week to play another great 
one against Post and followed 
that up with a fine win over 
Bridgeport 
"A lot of people may forget 
this team in years to come, but 
I won't. They are great people." 
occasions. Jim Bell had an out-
standing 37.9 punting average, 
and set a new mark for inter-
ceptions in a season with six. 
Dave Boney was the team's lead-
ing scorer with 24 points, all via 
the toe, while senior Al Burczak 
led the team in pass receiving 
with 15 for 183 yards. 
Defensively, Jim Ryan was 
number one in tackles made, with 
106, and in tackle assists with 56. 
The Ithacans also established 
new marks for first downs in a 
game (24); most plays by one man 
in a game, Rod Howell with 49; 
and best punting average in a 
game, 42.6 by Dick Backer. 
In the end, it was Ryan, How-
ell, and Bonney who made the 
difference. Bonney's kicking hes 
few peers in the State. Howell's 
running came along after a ,low 
start and should be in high gear 
for '69, while Ryan, a 5-8, 160. 
pound linebacker forgot the -· 
script and beat the big ~uys ) 
time after time on pure courage I \ 
Pound for pound, there has not :; 
been a better football player on · 
any team on the I.C. opposition 
list this fall. 
For Coach Jim Butterfield it ;.:: 
was a tribute to his coaching ;kill , 
that the Ithacans won three~; 
games this season. He, too, had :· 
no peers this fall. f 
' ,, 
On WICB Radio 
Broadcast Schedule - 1%8, 1st Semester 
WI CB-AM-FM 
r---------------------------- feels the same way I do about 
The statistical story for 1968 
found Rod Howell leading the 
team in rushing with 419 yards 
for a 3.3 average, and setting a 
new career mark of 1039 yards. 
He still bas one season to play. 
Sophomore Mike Podlucky was 
the total offense leader and set 
new records in pass completions 
for a game (15 and 16) on two 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3-Ithaca at Colgate 7:45 
THHRSDAY, DECEMBER 5-Ithaca at Wilkes 8:00 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7-Ithaca at Hartwick 8:00 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER IO-Ithaca at Cortland 8:15 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11-Lock Haven at Ithaca 8:00 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14-Alfred at Ithaca ·s:OO 
CODDINGTON 
CARRY-OUT 
124 Coddington Rd. 
WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE 
Sandwiches - Complete Dinners - Pizza 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
4:00 to 12:00 
CALL 272 • 1379 
$1(1. 
<&lt--E~I< 
l>-'~AI< 
./I Siu 4 'lea, 
Op&zated k, Slu&a 
q(J/J, s~ 
~~., ....... -
SKI LESSON PACKAGE 
7-1 hour lessons 
IExpe rt D nstruction 
Beginner - Racing 
31 hours of Night 
Skiing 
Registration Dec. 3-4 
- Union Lobby 
Lesson starts Dec. 9 
More Information 
274-3202 
... d---..11d Phone 607- 753-0016 
' 
these two young men." 
for copies of 
pictures nppeBring 
in Tho Ithncnn 
Cnll Dn<"o at 
X 3785 
Phone 273-4443 
STONE 
TRAVEL 
AGENCY 
Personalized Travel Service 
414 Eddy St. 
It costs no more through 
your travel agent. 
L, 
I 
, ...... .-. ...... --
BUSY BEE LUNCH 
Snacks, Home Cooked Meals - Fine Eating at low Prices 
Specializing in Chili and Texas Hots 
JUST RIGHT FOR STUDENT BUDGETS 
~ 433 N. Cayuga Street 
~ 6· Days 7 a.m.-9 p.m. Sunday 9 a.m.•9 p.m. 
oi!525c5i 
Here's some 
so1111d 
financial advice 
for liberal arts 
• maJors. 
Look into the General Electric Financial Manag~ 
ment Program. 
You don't have to have an extensive background 
in economics or accounting to get into it. All you 
have to have is an aptitude for numbers and a 
bachelor's degree. . 
Our Financial Management Program is designed 
to do the rest. It'll fill in the blanks in your back-
ground and, at the same time, give you a chance 
to show what you can do on a responsible job. __ 
When you finish the program, you'll have a 
working knowledge of the basis of every business: 
:finance. And that means you'll be qualified to work 
in any one o2 the 170 separate product depart-
ments of General Electric. 
Our representative will be on campus soon. Why 
not plan on talking finance with him? It just might 
prove profitable. 
GENERAL. ELECTRIC 
An cqwil opportunity employer 
The World 
of Wheels 
by Ron Cohn 
For the second year in a row, a Bruce McLaren built car 
" ha~ won the three year old Canadian-American Challenge Cup 
SeriPs. Denis Hulme led the last of the Series' six races from 
" st,irt to finish to succesfully beat teammate Bruce McLaren, 
<'. who was seeking his second con·secutive championship. 
~ From it inception -in 1966, the Can-Am has become the 
r: richest and most heralded 9£ all racing series on the continent. 
,. Sports Car Club of America displayed its ability to represent 
true professional and international racing in this hemisphere 
by posting a purse of over $500,000 for the initial running. This 
sum, combined with attendance figures in the hundred thou-
sands, tempted many new international teams to enter the .'67 
Series. Among· them was Bruce McLaren with World Driving 
Champ Denis Hulme his teammate. This combination proved 
,. unbeatable as their orange M6A's took five out of six wins in 
the Series, giving· the last win to John Surtees, who captured 
the initial Can-Am the previous year. 
" Rumors claimed that the McLaren team was really rigging 
· 
1 for the '68 season. Words such as four-wheel-drive and turbine 
were scattered through all racing and automotive journals. 
When the new orange M8A's finally hit North American soil, 
all rumors ceased. The new cars were lower, lighter, and more 
powerful, but were still powered by the rear whee!§ via a much 
stronger aluminum block 427 cubic inch Chevy engine. 
~. 
~; 
,,, 
f I. 
I
t 
~\ 
'· 
., 
'., 
AH were waiting for the initial test of the new hardware. 
The McLaren team had been the best prepared last year but 
poor weather, along with. Formula One racing and develop-
ROBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, I NC. 
Sound Insurance for Every Need 
Carefully Written Conscientiously Serviced 
BROKERS 
Robert S. Boothroyd - Class of '24 
Robert L. Boothroyd - Class of '60 
Henry G. 'Keyser - Class of '52 
Phone 272 - 8100 
312 E. Seneca St. Ithaca, N. Y. 
EMMICK MOTOR CO. 
Montour Falls 
The area's most interesting dealership. 
Factory authorized deater for twelve 
makes of new cars, including such 
names as Porsche, Jaguar, Volvo, BMW, 
Peugeot, MG, Austin Healey, Renault, 
Sunbeam, Checker, Plymotalh, and oth-
ers. 
Always more than 100 models in stock. 
Service on most imported cars. 
SALES OPEN EVENINGS 'Tll 9 
Service By ~ppointment Only 
PHONE 568-3071 
-~ .
. 
Frosh Soccer Makes 
Great Cotneback; 5~5~1 
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SK1LKNG 
by Andrew Schwartze 
A torrid finish which saw four 
wins and one tie in the
0 
last five 
games, gave the Ithaca College 
freshman soccer team a 5-5-1 rec-
ord during the -recently conclud-
ed season. 
Leading the team in scoring 
was Dan Unser of Albany, who 
tallied seven goals and three as-
sists for 10 points. Mike Kidd 
(Kitchener, Ont., Can.), Greg In-
dyke (Arlington, Va.), and Brad 
Nostrand (Cranford, N.J.), all had 
seven points each. 
rates all of his four leading scor-
ers plus halfback Rusty Flook of 
Baldwinsville and most of his de-
fensemen as strong candidates 
for varsity competition in 1968. 
Something that would certainly interest a lot of you, and 
in particular those of you who arc relatively new to skiing, is 
the program held by Greek Peak in conjunction with the Ski 
Club and the Egbert Union. This skiing package is an excellent 
way to begin skiing, or become better at it, and is designed 
to fit almost any budget. Let me give you a few details. 
The program consists of seven Monday nights of night ski. 
ing at Greek Peak from 6:00 p.m. until 10:30 p.m. with one 
hour of instruction during that time. The first session will com-
A. T.P. mence on Monday, December 9 at 6:00 p.m. and because of 
10 exams will require that the second session not be scheduled un-
Final Freshman Soccer Statistics 
Dan Unser 
Greg Indyke 
Mike Kidd 
Brad Nostrand 
Rusty Flook 
Bruce Marino 
Steve Klingman 
Roy Levin 
G. 
7 
3 
4 
3 
1 
4 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
4 
3 
4 
5 
1 
2 
I 
1 
0 
til aftr Christmas, namely January 13. From then it will con-
7 tinue each Monday night until completed. The program can be 
7 taken by Ithaca College students, staff, faculty and their 
7 spouses, but please no children, the reason for this being that 
6 children usually don't fare too well skiing late at night when 
5 it's much colder and they are easily lost. 
Andy Rittenberg 
Goalie Paul Patterson (Can-
ton), playing soccer for the first 
time in his life, had a fine rec-
ord in ten games, allowing but 
1.80 goals per game. 
Coach George Moore now has Paul Woytko 
a 36-23-4 record since 1963 when 
For those of you owning equipment, the seven night pack-
2 age costs only '/:,22.75 and if you need to rent equipment the 
1 price is '/:,35.00. To any skeptics in the crowd you can figure 
1 out what this would normally cost with the price of a lift ticket 
1 being '/:,3.00 a night, a lesson is $4.00 and rental of all equip-
ment is $4.50. So you are getting a pretty good ski package 
from Greek Peak and I would urge you to consider it carefully. 
46 Classes will range from novice to advanced expert and the in-
structors are all fully qualified to teach each level of proficiency. 
he became head coach. Moore Totals 23 23 
ment, had greatly shortened the proposed testing period set up 
by McLaren. Also, Eric Broadley, the chief designer for Lola 
cars, had developed the T-160 to threaten the McLaren su-
premacy. Mark Donohue, in the Penske-McLaren, also had the 
whole summer of United States Road Racing Championship 
events to sort out the year old McLaren. So, to prove to the 
world that he didn't need four-wheel-drive or turbine power, 
Denis Hulme took the Elkhart-Lake Can-Am for the second 
year straight, followed by none other than teammate Bruce Mc-
Laren. To make it an even more dismal day for the Lola stable, 
Mark Donohue took third in a much-modified McLaren M6B 
with Pete Revson following in his McLaren-Ford. The Lolas of 
John Surtees, Chu~k Parsons, and Skip Scott were just not 
prepared to keep pace with the McLarens. 
The following race at Bridgehampton proved the law of 
averages correct. The McLarens stormed to an early lead only 
to drop out after their engines quit. They had been pushed quite 
hard by Jim Hall's Chapparal and undoubtedly suffered some-
what from the strain. Of course, it was still a McLaren victory 
as Mark Donohue took the honors. 
By Edmonton, Canada, ]\.kLaren swore he found the bugs 
in the engine, and to prove himself honest, took second to team. 
mate Hulme. Loyal Donohue finished third. Ho hum. 
The season was now half over with Monterey, Riverside, 
and Las Vegas to decide which McLaren was going to win. 
The weather was the worst possible for the Monterey Can-Am 
with a torrential downpour on raceday, setting the stage for 
the biggest upset of the season. John Cannon, driving an an-
tiquated McLaren Mk. 2-Chevy beat the field. Hulme finished 
second and George Eaton, a Toronto resident in a ~fcLaren 
Mk 3-Ford, finished third. McLaren fell out of the race early 
but Donohue finished fifth. Hulme and Donohue had nearlv 
double the horsepower of Cannon and Eaton proving that ; 
weak duck is better in the rain than a strong horse. 
For the second year in a row, McLaren did his thing at 
Riverside, with Donohue finishing close behind. Hulmes' efforts 
were thwarted by Jerry Hanson ·who shut the proverbial door 
on Hulme in a tight right-hander, causing Hulme to lose some 
bodywork. This cut down his speed and he was only able to 
finish fifth. 
So here we were again, folks. For the second week in a row 
the world was to witness a series-determining race. Although 
Denis Hulme won the race and the second Can-Am Champion-
ship for McLaren, it was not the total field-day that the marque 
was used to. Second to Hulme was George Follmer in a Lola, 
yes, a Lola-Ford. McLaren had suffered a first lap accident 
and was only able to finish sixth. Donohue, who had qualified 
third behind Hulme and McLaren, never got his car started 
and was pushed off the track, surely not the Penske tradition. 
\Vho knows what to expect next year. Penske has an-
nounced he is switching to Lola, for they arc more reliable. 
Maybe this is because McLaren announced that he isn't selling 
cars to private teams next year! Both builders arc slated to 
use four-wheel-drive. Also, the Series will be lengthened to ten 
races in '69, which will increase the purse, and therefore, the 
team effort. Look forward to another l\.kLaren \vin next year. 
i 
t 
I 
SMOOTH DATES 
start at the Kent. For a sparkling evening the gracious 
Old English atmosphere is perfect. The -mood at the 
Kent is just right for a quiet, intimate dinner. The in-
comparable food adds a luster to your evening. Dinner 
served from 5:30 to 9:30 p.m. daily except Sunday. 
L 109 Soulh Aurora St., Ithaca, N. Y. ~'trl.!AK IHIOU!S[J I Phone 272 - 1618 I 
Registration will take place on December 3 and 4 in the 
Union Lobby and there will be someone here from Greek Peak 
to answer any questions. If you wish to register please bring the 
money with you at the time. There will be no transportation 
provided, but if enough people express a desire for bus trans-
portation the Union will attempt to arrange it at an extra 
charge. 
If you are at all interested in skiing, do think about this 
program. It is the cheapest introduction to skiing you will ever 
find, and if nothing else it beats studying on a dull Monday 
night. 
1968 D.C. IFOOTBALL STATISTICS 
FIRST DOWNS-TOTAL 
TOTAL YARDS GAINED-NET 
Yards Rushing-Net 
Yards Passing-Net 
Passes Attempted 
Passes Completed 
Passes Had Intercepted 
Passes Intercepted 
Punts 
Average Distance-Punts 
Penalties 
Yards Penalized 
Fumbles Lost 
TOTAL TOUCHDOWNS 
Touchdowns Rushing 
Touchdowns Passing 
Other 
TOTAL POINTS 
Extra Points by Kicks 
Extra Points by Passing 
Extra Points by Rushing 
Field Goals 
Field Goals Attempted 
POKE 
YOUR 
lOfS tn 
fUN. 
Ithaca 
103 
1888 
1147 
741 
169 
70 
19 
10 
49 
37.3 
46 
427 
11 
15 
9 
3 
3 
117 
9xll 
Oxl 
Ox3 
5 
5 
Slip into a pair of 
Oomphies ... fancy, 
prancy young si;ppers 
in happy-go-lively 
colors. So bright, so 
light, they'll put a 
smile on your feet. 
Oo~ie.i 
Opp. 
128 
2601 
1660 
941 
155 
73 
10 
19 
39 
32.3 
42 
406 
10 
24 
16 
5 
3 
182 
20x21 
Oxl 
Ox2 
5 
11 
Open 
FRIDAYS 
Until 9 
MIDLAND 
CHARGE 
PLAN 
128 E. State St. 
SPORTS 
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Soccer Tearrnt Posts Depth to Give Loss of Two 
Fifth Straight Great Promise Players Huirit 
Winning Season t?h, ~~.~~:ys~!~,~~ ~~~"~"~:~~II""'" ,h,, 
The 1968 Ithaca College varsity 
soccer team gave the School its 
fifth straight winning season by 
posting a fine 7-3-1 record over 
the course of a rugged schedule. 
Coach Carp Wood now has a 
varsity coaching record of 44-19-4 
since taking over the head post 
in 1963. 
The bright spot of the season 
was the improved offense and a 
rugged defense headed by goalie 
Joe Lapierre (Westbury, L.I.), 
who had a fine 1.11 goals against 
average in nine games, and full-
backs Frank Annis (White 
Plains) and Neil Evans (Galway). 
Offensively for I.C., Jerry 
Gardner (Watertown) led the 
team in scoring with 11 points,_ 
on nine goals and two assists, 
while Dale Kirk (Webster) was 
second with six and four for ten. 
Scanlon, Bortz 
Elected as 
Frosh Hockey 
Co-Captains 
Bob Scanlon of Toronto, Can-
ada, and Gary Bortz of Ithaca 
have been elected co-captains of 
the 1968-69 Ithaca College fresh-
man hockey team, it was an-
nounced today by Coach George 
Moore. 
They will head the young Ith-
acans through an eight game 
schedule which opens on Wednes-
day, Decembr 5, against Roches-
ter Tech. 
Scanlon centers the first line 
for his two brothers, Mike and 
Dave. They've been playing to-
gether since grammar school and 
rate as three of the best hockey 
players to enroll at I.C- since the 
sport began on a club basis back 
in 1960. 
Bortz is a former Ithaca High 
star who, Moore feels, is an out-
standing college prospect. Like 
Scanlon, he possesses a fine shot, 
skates well, and is a hustler. 
Scanlon is the son of Mr. and 
Mrs_ Edward Scanlon of 8 GoS-
samer Ave., Wilowdale, Toronto, 
and is a graduate of DeLasallc 
High SchooL 
Bortz is the son of l\'lr. and 
Mrs. Harry Bortz, 211 Ridgedale 
Rd., Ithaca, and is a graduate of 
Ithaca High School. 
The big wins this fall were the 
3-1 decision over Clarkson and 
a strong 4-2 win over Rochester. 
The Ithacans also played excep-
tional soccer against New York 
State's two top teams, losing a 
1-0 game to Hartwick in over-
time and a 2-1 decision to Brock-
port. 
Final Varsity Soccer Statistics 
Jerry Gardner 
Dale Kirk 
G. A. T.P. 
9 2 11 
6 4 10 
outlook is one of great promise year at Ithaca College depended 
this year, due to the abundance on several people. Two of them 
of depth shown in most weight were Paul Giroux and Gary 
classes. The team, coached by Meierdiercks. Giroux, a man who 
Herb Broadwell, finished with a could play any backfield position, 
4-6-2 record last year, but can decided not to play football. 
be counted on this year to pro- Meierdiercks, a top notch tight 
duce a much more impressive end who made the wide running 
record. \Vhere the team had pre- game function, suffered a brok-
viously been shallow regarding en leg and missed the whole sea-
depth in recent years, the team son. The eventual 35 record can 
this year has 2, 3, and even 4 be partially attributed to these 
men in some weight classes. This two factors. 
Terry Habeckcr 
Tom Higgins 
Al Baumgarten 
John Kadar 
Bob Joly 
3 5 8 
4 3 7 
1 5 6 
year there is also good depth in _ The emotional shock of losing 
the heavier weights, a usual weak these two boys hit the Ithaca 
spot. camp hard and it was not until 
4 1 5 
1 1 2 
At this early stage of the sea- the fourth game of the season 
son, with the first match a long that the Blue recovered. 
In the opener against West 
Chester, the Ithacans did threat-
en an upset, but West Chester's 
manpower took over in the sec-
ond half and won out 28-6. The 
following week, Ithaca suffered 
a 33-6 belting at the hands of 
Central Connecticut. It was the 
team's worst game of the year. 
Neal Evans 1 0 
Butler Jean-Louis 1 O 
Marty Kiernan 1 0 
Totals 31 21 
1 way off on January 17, most of 
1 
1 
52 
the wrestlers are just concen-
trating on getting into shape for 
Please turn to page 11 
~p !Hf f ?.> JllH1E 
by Mike Hinkelman 
Last Saturday I watched 0. J. Simpson run wild in the 
Los Angeles Coliseum as USC defeated Oregon State 17-13. In 
doing so, USC clinched the Pacific-B Conference Championship 
and the Rose Bowl berth that goes with it, and further main-
tained its No. 1 national ranking. 
Simpson was simply fantastic_ This 6-2, 202-pound super-
human halfback carried the pigskin 47 times for a net gain of 
238 yards, including a 40-yard touchdown scamper in the closing 
minutes to put the game on ice for the Trojans. At the end of 
the game Simpson was still running with his reckless abandon 
and great spring in his legs, as well, if not better, than he was at 
the outset of the game. It seems as though the greatest runner 
the college game has ever seen never tires, and he just keeps 
running and running and running. 
There are those who will argue that what makes Simpson 
so great is that he is always running bi;hind a superb phalanx 
of blockers, and there is no reason why he shouldn't gain big 
yardage each time out. These same people will also argue that 
the likes of Michigan's Ron Johnson, or Houston's Paul Gipson 
are just as good as Simpson, except for the fact that they don't 
have the good blocking that Simpson does. What they fail to 
point out however is that Simpson has moves on top of moves 
and is the possessor of 9.3 speed in the. 100-yard dash. There 
is _absolutely no doubt that Simpson will be the Reisman Trophy 
wmner. He will probably be the first Reisman Trophy winner to 
make it big in the pro ranks since the 1965 winner Mike Garret, 
also of use. 
Simpson will go down as the greatest runner in collegiate 
~istory not _simply because he has broken virtually every rush-
mg record 111 the books, but because he has done more with 
running with the football in two years, than some of the greatest 
backs did in three years. Simpson has broken practically all 
of the rushing records of Red Grange, Tom Harmon, and Glenn 
Davis. Moreover, Simpson was last week offered a million dol-
lars for his services as a professional next year_ As one pro-
fessional scout put it, "there has never been anyone with his 
combination of size, speed, toughness and elusiveness." As a pro-
fessional, Simpson will be a running back, and very possibly 
the best since Jimmy Brown. 
• • • • .. • 
Cortland beat I.C. 34-13, taking 
advantage of Ithaca errors 
throughout the afternoon. When 
I.C. tasted victory for the first 
time in a 24-6 win over Susque-
hanna, things started to look up. 
For the next two Saturdays, -the 
Blue almost took the gold ring 
but narrowly missed big upsets, 
falling to Wilkes, 28-10, and C.W. 
Post, 27-14. Both opponents 
scored late in the game to clinch 
the verdicts. 
Despite a great letdown, Ith-
aca still got itself up and beat a 
good Bridgeport Club on Nov. 
2nd, 15-13, on a Dave Bonney 
field goaL The sweet taste of 
victory, though, was blunted by 
the collapse of flankerback Brian 
Truhn, due to a cerebral hem-
orrhage, on the Ithaca bench. 
The following Monday, Truhn 
died. 
Somehow, the Ithacans pulled 
together and went out last Satur. 
day night to win one for their 
teammate_ They did, too, 17-13 
at Montclair State. 
"I am not seeking excuses for 
a losing year," Head Coach Jim 
Butterfield said Monday while 
reflecting on the season "but 
we had two strikes agai~t us 
before the first game started: 
losing Giroux, and having a team 
that was, on the average, much 
lighter than every opponent we 
were scheduled to play. When we 
lost Meierdiercks, it was a crush-
er_ Yet amazingly enough, these 
boys picked themselves off the 
floor, made themselves into a 
team, and despite the odds won 
three of their last five games. 
They very nearly took all five of 
them. 
Please turn to page 12 
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Hot S?.:,.ner J 
'--~" 
Once again. it's time to talk about records set in the pa1t 
season. The Football· team broke many of the old game and 
season and individual records. But these included some posi. 
tive and some negative records. 
On the positive side, Rod Howell set a new . individual 
career rushing record with 1039 yards gained. He bested the 
old mark set by Len Mulich with 1027 from 1962 and 196-1. 
The big point in Howell's favor is that he has one year left 
in his college career and could possibly put the new record out 
of distance for anyone to reach for quite a while. 
Charlie Hill set three records himself, all in the return 
category. Hill returned 19 kickoffs for 436 yaros, breaking the 
old record for a career set by Paul Giroux of 18 for 416 yards. 
Hill also broke Al Cain's record of the longest -kickoff return 
by running one back for 99 yards. Cain's best had been a 75 
yarder in 1959. This is also a promise for the future in that Hill 
is only_ a Sophomore, with two years of eligibility left. · 
;\·like Podlucky set quite a few records in his first season 
~s the pilot of th~ Varsity. Podluc~y attempted the most passes 
m a game, 29 agamt West Chesi:cr and Cortland, and completed 
the most passes in a game, 16 against C. W. Post. These two 
performances topped the records of 23 attempts by Jim Harris · 
againt c_ \V. Post in 1965 and the 14 completions by Harris in . 
the same game. He also had the most passes attempted in one 
season with 169, breaking the record set by Jim Harris in 1965. 
Jim Bell, another Sophomore, set two records also. He 
set a season record for the most interceptions, 6, topping the old 
record of 5 by Dick Carmean in 1958. Bell also ran back one 
of his in tcrceptions for 99 yards against Central Connecticut, 
33 yards better than Rene VanCauwenberge's best against 
American International in 1965. 
On the negative side, a new record was set in all three 
phases of having passes intercepted; game, {eason and career. 
Doug ~chncider broke Dennis Slattery's record of having three 
passes mt~rcepted in one game set in 1964 against West Chester 
by throwing four against Central Connecticut_ Mike Podlucky 
set _the othe~ tw~ records. I-le topped Dennis Slattery's mark of 
12 mtercept1ons m 1964 by throwing 14 this past season_ With 
these 14 interceptions he broke he career record of 13 set by , 
Slattery from 1%2-64- In the West Chester game the Bombers -· 
had to punt el~ven times breaking the old record of nine against ,_ 
th sam~ club m 1967. Against Bridgeport the Bombers collect- ) 
~d 24 first downs, snappmg the record set against C. W. Post / 
m 1967. .; 
Even- though the team had a losing season, it was a good ~ 
one from the standpoint of the record book. All that can be -j 
said is t? look out for next year because all these record-breakers 1 
are Jumors and Sophomores. _ -.. ~~ 
---------------------------:, j 
Frosh Football Team 
Ends Winning Season; 
First Since 1961 
•:. 
,, 
A good one. That's the way Bob Wojnar (Auburn) and Greg 
you would have to describe the Whitney (Rochester; guards Mike 
1968 Ithaca College freshman Kelley (New Milford, N.J.) and 
football team which ended the Mike Williams (New York City); 
season with a 3-2 record, the ends Dick Fromkin (Cold Spring 
school's first winning frosh cam- Harbor) and Tim Ryan (Caze- ~ 
paign since 1961. It all came novia). 
about under the first y~ar direc- Ryan is also a top halfback 
tion of Head Coach Frank Ken. prospect along with Mike Ditroia 
nedy, wlio landed a winner de- (Rochester) and Barry Smith 
spite a pronounced lack of depth (Kenmore)_ Fullback Bill Klein-
and a murderous schedule. £elder (Phila., Pa.) will also help. ·'=l 
The "good" tag comes not only He led the team in rushing and 
from the winning record but also scoring this season with Ditroia 
from the number of candidates number two in each department. 
developed who will be reporting Steve Thomas (Elmira) was the 
to Varsity Coach Jim Butterfield top· pass receiver. The quarter-
next fall. back Doug Campbell (Rochester) 
There are some outstanding came fast at the end of the sea-
lineme~ in the persons of tackles .son, and will be a help there or 
Andy Lambie (Weston, Mass.), in the defensive backfield for 
Ken Butterfield (Rutland, Vt.), Butterfield_ 
Syracuse and Penn State are plodding toward their Eastern 
showdown battle on December 7 in a game to be played at 
Penn State. The game will be nationally televised. Last week, 
Syracuse stomped all over Navy, 44-6, while Penn State was 
thoroughly demolishing Maryland, 57-13. Both teams are ex-
tremely well-balanced with great depth, and their confrontation 
should prove to be interesting and exciting. The third-ranked 
Nittany Lions are enjoying perhaps their finest season ever, and 
head coach Joe Paterno is a very definite possibility for Coach 
of the Y car honors. Syracuse, on the other hand, is currently 
unranked and has been pointing toward the Penn State game 
ever since they were lambasted 43-0 by California four weeks 
ago, in a game that some observers said was the worst that a 
Ben Schwartzwalder-coached team has ever played. Post-season 
play for one or both of the teams may hinge upon the outcome. announces first! 
• • • • • • 
In other items of collegiate football interest, Georgia de-
feated Auburn 17-3 last week to clinch the Southeastern Con-
frence Championship and a certain bowl bid. The Big Ten 
Championship will be decided tomorrow when Michigan travels 
to Ohio State, and the Big Eight Championship and Ivy League 
Championship will _also be decided tomorrow in contests be-
tween Missouri and Kansas, and Harvard and Yale. The South-
west Conference title is still undecided, with Arkansas and 
Texas deadlocked for the top rung. Should the 2 teams remain 
de~dlocke~ at the _season's e~d, Texas woudl win the champion-
ship by virtue of its 39-29 victory over Arkansas earlier in the 
season. · 
NEW BEATLES 
HERE NOW 
